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GREETINGS FROM THE PREMIER
I am delighted to know that The Newfoundland Quarterly is to come out
again.
This is one of the most important events in the journalistic and literary
history of our Province.
For about half a century all the literary giants of Newfoundland wrote
for The Quarterly... Its pages brought to us for the first time some of the most
notable contributions to our Newfoundland literature.
When the magazine closed down about a year ago I tried to buy the bound
fyln of all the Issues from the beginning, so that they could be placed in the
Public Library. I discovered. who had them, and was fairly annoyed to find that
he would not sell them to my agent. I wondered why he persisted in holding on
to them.
Then, recently, I was pleasantly surprised to learn why.
The purchaser was Mr. Lemuel W. janes, and he had obtained them with
the admirable purpose of re-Iaunching the magazine. Now I am glad I failed
to get those fyles. Mr. janes will make better use of them than placing them
in the Public Library.
I wonder if it would be considered presumptuous of me to make a sug-
gestion We now have a University. Soon magnificent new buildings will be
under construction. A great student body will grow up. The suggestion is:
keep a sharp eye on the University. Open the pages of the magazine to the
students and faculty of the University. Let The Quarterly become almost an
organ of the University. The magazine could quickly develop into the intellectual
voice of Newfoundland.
I hope our business firms will patronize the magazine. I hope our big
industrial concerns at Bell Island, Grand Falls, Buchans and Corner Brook will
support it. I hope our older firms, the commercial ntablishments, will do 50 to.
As an old newspaperman I shall follow with real interest the revived
Ouarterly.
HIS WORSHIP H. G. R. MEWS,
Mayor of St. John's
GOOD WISHES FROM THE MAYOR
For many people the Newfoundland Quarterly, first published in 1901
by the late J. J. Evans, was a constant reminder of days gone by. Well I
remember when resic'ing in Canada for several years after the first war how
happy I was when each month the familiar old Newfoundland Quarterly reached
mC". It was an ideal publication for th~ away from home. as well as for those
at home who en.ioyed slipping back, as it were, into the old days. To-day's
magazine is usually ultra modern and forward-looking, but I believe there is a
field for the old with the new. and I hopt" it is this field that the Newfoundland
Quarterly will develop. There was no other magazine that recalled to mind the
days of old with such persistency, and perhaps it was this that finally limited its
circulation. To Mr. L. W. Janes, the new proprietor, I extend congratulations
and best wishes for the future. I am sure that his wide experience abroad will
enable him to re-establish the Quarterly along more modern lines without losing
the old familior Newfoundland atmosphere.
JIR. II R. V. EARLE,
I'rtsident, Newfoundland Roard of Trade
THE NEW PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF TRADE
At the annual meeting of the Board of Trade on
.February 3rd. Mr. H. R. V. Earle was elected President
for the year 1953.
Mr. Val. Earle comes from one or Newfoundland's
oldest merchant families. He is a Director and Assistant
General Manager of Earle Sons & Co., Ltd., which was
established in Fogo, Notre Dame Bay, in 1860.
The firm .....as founded b;lo' Jotl.'l W. Owen and Henry
J. Earle, a grandfather of the nel\" President. Owen and
Earle bought out the old Englis!l firm of Slades who had
traded from Fogo, up and down the northeast coast,
buying fish and distributing supplies and merchandise
of all kinds to the scattered settlements.
Earle Sons & Co., Ltd., carried on this business, and
through the years shared the lluduating fortunes of this
speculative enterprise. In order to buUress the hazards oj
trading in cod efforts were made to broaden the firm'"
acti\·ities and extensive experiments were conducted in
canned fish products of vll.rious kinds.
The Earles opened their business house in St. John'.
In 19H under t le management of the late William Earle,
the President's father, acting as purchasing and selling
agents for the Fogo branch.
Besides carrying on the fish business and experi-
menting in canned enterprises, the firm of Earle Sons
and Company, Limited, have developed a sizeable trade
in the distribution of imported food product.<;, and at
present their business is almost evenly divided between
fishing operations and food distribution.
The new President, therefore, in followina- the
traditions of his family, has contributed notably to the
development of Newfoundland's basic fishing industry.
Furthermore, he has a-h.·en notable leadership to the fist.
business at a critical time in Its history as President of
the Fish Trades Association, .....hich he organized. He
also represents Newfoundland on the Directorate of the
Fisheries Council of Canada.
1\1r. Earle was born in Fogo in 1911, educated at
Bishop Feild College, which his grandfather entered as
one of its first students in 1844. In 1939 he married
Eugenic Randell and has three children. His eldest son
is a fourth generation student at Bishop Feild.
The new President has travelled widely in the
interests of his own busi.::less and the fishing industry as
1 whele. Because of his own sueceuful business carCE'1
lind estimable personal attributes, the Newfoundland
Quarterly wishes for him a very successfUl tenn of of-
fice.
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It Depends On You
We Are A ColourfUl People
When the proprietors of the Newfoundland
Qu.1rtcrly deeided to susJlf:nd the publication early
in 1952 the newspapers and letters to the editors
cxpr~ regret.
The Daily News said in part editorially:
"This little magazine had a unique character
in local journalism. In founder ... made it a
compact illustrated reeord of all the notable
events that have occurred since it was first estab·
lished in the Fall of 1901. And it had some literary
as well as historical significance. Many of New-
foundland's most gifted citizens were happy to
contribute to the Quarterly, and its files. more
particularly in its first twenty years, contain some
notable essays and veTS(' as well as studies in the
social and economic history of the island.
"The result was to give the Quarterly the
special flavour which made it so warmly wel~
comed and allowed it to flourish for fifty years .
"It would be a pity if the Newfoundland
Quarterly were to suffer total eclipse. Certainly
there is much room for a journal of its kind that
will continue to record in concise form the most
important events of these interesting times and
give some account of the men who are making
modern history in this island. There is scope as
well for a magazine that will also make some
literary pretences by printing the best work of
Newfoundland writers.
"It is to be hoped, therefore. that the Quarterly
may be revived ... to C"l'linbin the ch~o:1iclin~ oi
events while giving also some expression to the
cultural achievements of the NewfoundlllllCl
people."
"
Such comments by newspapers and the letters
to the editor which appeared would indicate that
there was sincere regret th3t the Quarterly seemed
24 about to disappear, and hope was expressed that it
might be revived.
The present owner, who bought all rights in the
25 Quarterly, did SO with just such a possibility in mind,
26 and after surveying the economic aspects of continu-
29 ing its publication, has deeided to revive it.
Through the years a number of talented Newfound-
30 landers have entered the literary, artistic and musical
32 world outside our province and have made envied
33 ~~~:~~~ht~~~~~n~na:e: ~~~~a~~i~v~:::~.Us
34 It will be one of the chief purposes of the re-
34 vitalized Quarterly to encourage and develop native
35 talent, as well as present to its readers a kaleidoscopic
view of the history of the men and women, and the
36 events. which have contributro to the making of our
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fascinating history; and we invite you to visit with
us in pictures and story. scenes that rival the Scottish
highlands, coastal trips that are as thrilling as the
fiords of Norway. jake country that equals Killarney,
waterfalls of breath-taking beauty, and withal a
stark ruggedness which all go to make up New-
foundland.
IT DEPENDS ON YOU
This can only be done and these objectives
reached if you, the readers, will support this publica-
tion, not only by subscribing to it yourselves and
telling your neighbours, but also by patronizing our
advertisers (and telling them you saw it in the
Quarterly) who are so generously supporting it.
...
Original contributions from Newfoundlanders at
home and abroad will be welcomed, but we regret
that at present we will be unable to pay for such,
except to mail 3 free copies of the Quarterly to those
whose contributions we are able to use.
Here is an ideal gift for your friends and rela_
tives abroad-a constant reminder of you and the
Homeland throughout the year. Enclosed you will
find a coupon which you may want to hand to a
friend so that he too can enjoy the opportunity of
getting acquainted with the only Newfoundland MaA-
.nine now being published.
. .
Oh Yes! the Price! You will of course want to know
what that is-we know it is ridiculously low for such
value-but all you have to do is to enclose a Dollar
bill, cheque or money order for $l.00 (please make
cheques payable at par in St. John's) and you will
receive the Quarterly for 8 year. Almost unbeliev_
able, isn't it? in these days of high prices. Foreign
subscriptions $1.25.
IT DEPENDS ON YOU.
A PANORAMIC VIEW OF CARBONEAR
WE ARE A COLOURFUL PEOPLE
ATTRACTIONS THAT SHOULD BE EXPLOITED. A "LOCAL" LITERATURE
Among the many attractions which tourists and
visitors to our shores enjoy is what is called our
colourful speech, and they delight in the many
"peCUliar" sayings we have which, in the local dialect,
are often witty or humorous or contain a bit of old
world philosophy. Because of the comparative isola-
tion we have enjoyed through the centuries since the
first settlers arrived here, there is still to be found
an amazing purity of the older dialects from the
British Isles,-English, Scottish and Irish,-and even
today much of the old traditions and homely phil ..
osophy of Cornwall, Devon and Lancashire as w:il
as our Scoti:ish and Irish ancestry are still to be
heard in many of our outports.
Picturesque Place Names
Another thing that intrigues visitors to our
shores is the picturesque and colourful place names
to be found here, and it is a pity that we find the
modern trend of wanting to change, apparently for
the sake of change, some of these fascinating and
colourful names to more prosaic ones. Who would
want to change such delightfUl names as Heart's
Content, Heart's Delight, Heart's Desire, Little Heart's
Ease, Come-by-Chance, Seldom-Came-By, Annieop-
scotch Mountains, Whooping Harbour, Stepaside,
Horse Chops, and many more? And yet, a dominie,
whose esthetic sensibilities were apparently shocked
by the name Pinch Gut Tickle had it changed to
Assumption Passage! Prudery at its worst! There is
probably no other place in the world that has such
unusual names applied to its communities, and if
they were to be changed something of our unique
way of life would be lost. Let us keep them intact,
and "howl" if there is any attempt to "modernize"
them.
TilE NEWFOUNDLAND QUARTERLY
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Recmtly th~ Daily N~ws said editorially:
'On many occasions this paper has protested
against tht' changes made in th~ names by which
"Iac(s in N~wfoundland had bttn known, in some
cascs. from the earliest days of its history, The
Nomenclature Board, not altog~thcr blameless in
the pc'rformance of that responsibility, at least
ut'rcised a check on attempts to substitute for
historical names others apparently desired merely
for the sake of euphony,
"Now that the choice of pl3ce.names appear
to f(,.,t with the Federal Postal authorities. it be·
,cm*s e~'en more important than ever to insist
flint tlli.' 1Ilti.'rations 01 10nA established names
1J,,1I not be made arbitrarily. In a number of cases
duplication of names which have no particular sig-
I'ificonce might well be changed to 'ncilitate the
distribution of mail matter, but even in such in·
s f1nC{"$ ~hould be avoided the substitlltion of gran·
diloquent names or others of no relevance, historical
or otherwise.
The late Archbishop Howley, to whom New-
foundland is so greatly indebted for the research
which he mac!e into the study of the orip-in of it~
place-names, expressed his feelings strongly on the
matter of substitutions for some which were actu-
ally historic landmarks. In one of his articles on
namt'Iore which appeared in the Newfoundland
Quarterly. Archbishop Howley claimed the name
Cottn-al, foonn-Iy given to an island in Bonavista
Bay-later corrupted into Copple's Island and sub·
RQuently changed to St. Brendan's-was actually
a d~rivation of Cortereal, the famous Portuguese
navigator who, three years after Cabot's voyage
of dIscovery came to the shores of Newfoundland
in the same locality. On this subject, Archbishop
Howley wrote:
.. 'The only remnant of this great voyager's
name ~emaining. if it is really a remnant, is the
small Island in Bonavista Bay named Cotterel's
Island, or, as it is sometimes called, Cottle's is-
land. This island has recently been re-named St.
Brendan's. And here 1 would wish to enter a
protest. 1 admit that the name of St. Brendan's
is well thought of. It is euphonious. it is his·
torical, partly mythical. I really believe that St.
Brendan did discover these lands, and that proof
of his voyage may yet be forthcoming. But
still I think it was wrong to oust from possession
of the only place in the country recalling his
name, the great Portuguese voyager and dis-
coverer. Indeed, the mschinery for chanAin.,! t~
names of places in this country is altotether too
e"l'.jJy worked, It is probable that when thi~
change was mad~, the parties who made it had
no idea of the historical significanc!:' of the name
Cottle's Island, but this only g()('s to show that
more care and intelligence should be brought tu
bear befor!:' any changes are made in our nomen·
clature.'
"Tn a subsequent article Archbishop Howley
corrected the statement that Cottle's Island was
the only place in Newfoundland recalling the name
of Corter!:'al, and pointed out that there were two
others, namely, Cottrel's Cove and Cottle Cove.
"Again. in reference to an attempt to have
the name of Cape Degrat near Quirpon changed
(a name derived, he explained, from a French term
signifying fishing while coasting from harbour to
harbour) Archbishop Howley remarked.:
.. 'I have heard that an attempt has bt'm
made by pet'SOOS, ignorant both of its geogra-
phical and topological importance, to hav!:' the
name changed on our modern map. , . a name
also interesting in its etymological origin .. ,
hence the name recalling them should be pre-
served. and irresponsible or iAnorant person~
should not be allowed at their caprice, as is now
too often done, to chanAe or tamper with them'."
Our Native Folk SonAs
Some one has said "let me write the ~onl!S of n
people and 1 care not who makes their laws." We, in
Newfoundland have a gold mine of old folk songs that
have a lilt and melody that, once heard, lingers like
the ~ragrance of summer flowers. Only a small pro.
portIon of these have been made available in print.
One has only to mention "Squid Jiggin' Ground,"
"Star of Logy Bay," "We'll Rant and We'll Roar",
"The Ryans and the Pittmans," "The Wedding in
Renews" as typical. Picturesque and vividly descrip-
tive. composed in the local dialect many of our folk
songs describe disaster as well as stories of unre-
quited lov!:'. We have had singers from the (',WS of
Quigley, a century ago, who have sung Newfoundland
songs: singers like Johnny Burke, M. A. Devine. Dan
Carroll, H. W. Lemessurier, Art Scamm~l1. and
others, who injected into their songs humour and
tragedy, struggle and the rollicking life of the New·
foundland fisherman in his evn-yday occupation.
Besides our folklore singers we have had other
writers whose works should be collected and pre-
served, som~ of which would equal if not surpass
much that is writt~n to-day. It may be that it is only
lack of proper selection and editing that accounts
for the absence from our bookshelves, libraries and
schools of a book or books that would be typical or
our Island home,
Inspiration, Romance, Adventure
It is not for want or inspiration in our environ-
ment. for Rudyard Kipling'~ "Captains Courageou'l"
S1. John'..
DIAL 20:11
Water Street
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is composed of scenes laid in Newfoundland waters
with the pe.rsonnel drawn from. our fishermen, and
J. B. Connolly, th~ Am~rican writer, includes in his
writing graphic tales of the fishers on the Grand
Banks. There are others who have written tales and
sketches of the yearnings, emotions, adventures and
romances of the hardy fishermen, but while th~y
have portrayed sympathetic and faithful pictures.
they have lacked something of that mysterious tone,
atmosphere, and colour that makes a Newfound-
lander different from all other peoples.
A Distinctive "Locaf' Literature
We are now only dimly realizing the great possi-
bilities of a distinctive "local" literature. As "Cam-
briol" said in an early issue of the "Quarterly": The
day the writer appears who will touch the hearts of
the people and portray. with the seeing eye and
golden voice, the mystery of the sea in its calm and
anger, the emotions of the look-out or helmsman on
a close-reefed schooner running for shelter, or round-
ing one of the many dangerous headlands on a dark,
foggy night without accurate knowledge of his
whereabouts-trusting to that extra sense possessed
in large degree by our people, which is surer than
science and trustier than the magnetic needle--or
describe fittingly and truly the thousand-and-one
other striking incidents that happen almost daily in
the lives of our fishermen in pursuit of their calling,
that day will be the beginning of enlightenment and
the creating of a local literature that will be distinct-
ly our own."
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JOHN WHITE
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to make them the best value obtainable on
the market. EvE'l"Y pair carries a guar-
antee.
6.95 - 8.50
PARKER &MONROE, LTD.
THE SHOE MEN
April
The glistenlfli rain-drops tell of recent sho\\'J"'!i
The roadside rills rejoicing ripple c1car,
There 'neath the hedge the sll.-eel~t of aD nOW'fS
The fragile primrose doth at len,ll"th appear.
To catch the nlys of sunlight thro' the mist
The sllnguine alder with the willow vies,
The limpid pools by gentle breezes kis't,
Reflect the tender hues of azure skies.
As if to plellsc the eye hi.:; sole desire,
High overhead the swaUow wheels and darts,
The homely sparrow, clad in dun lIllite,
Twitters and chirps in glcc till day departs.
Once more fair April comes the earth to bless
And nature sings with joy at her caress.
Flower Colors
A golden sunbeam lost its w3y
And wandered at its will;
It ki.ssed the yielding, ~oft, brown earth;
Up ~prang a daUodil.
The rainbow missed its purple stripe,
And souiht it high and low.
'Twas found. in a cool, l'hady nook,
Where fragrant violet.:; irow.
One brccl.)· eve a pink-tipped cloud,
sailed off into the air,
Then settled in a rose-filled spot,
To lint the flowers therc,
A bit of summer sky fell dOwn
Inlo my garden plot,
And .now I know whence comes the blue
Of the forget-me-not.
_F. B. Steincr
Matchless Misery
His fcmdcl't hopes were realized;
He Wil~ free from e\ery care;
He was hcart to heart with Nature,
With .~pirits light as ail'.
The forest echoes thrilled him,
While the rippling waters sung;
His crccl was getting weighty
With the deadly fly he flung.
But hiS sunshine soan was clouded;
Li\"ing ceased to be a joke.
Alas! he had no matches,
So he couldn't get a smoke!
_(selected)
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True Newfoundlander Loves His Island Home
By DR. ROBERT SAUNDERS, J.D. (Doctor Juris), Ph.D., Graduate of Boston, New York,
Columbia, Rutgers, and Iowa State Universities, the Colleges of Law of St. Paul, and Minne-
:lpolis, Diploma in "International Affairs", University of Minnesota.
Note: In this article Dr. Saunders analyses some of
tile realOOns why true Newfoundlanders l~vin~ abroad
love their island home and the reader WIll fmd some
surprising reasons. He quotes from many sources to
(>stablish his thesis.
Following the request of a distinguished Senator
who writes:
"1 often wonder if there is [mother country
which holds so closely the affection of its people
living abroad as does Newfoundland. That affec-
tion must have its roots in something morc valu-
able ... than ... "Standards of Living" or "Bank
Account".
"Revealing your early life in this land. and
having that feeling which your articles reveal, per-
haps you may wish to analyze the source of that
aaection for the readers of the Quarterly."
Old Historians note:-
"Their passionate attachment to the land of
their birth, their love of it when settled in other
countries ... all indicate that their life on the
whole has been a happy one."
"If they have privations and hardships they
have compensations for these in their free, open-
air life their capabilities of enjoying simple
pleasures "-Rev. Moses Harvey, "Newfound-
lard in 1897."
Many factors have appeared to give a deeper
interest in, and affection for the island. Or.e import-
ant factor is that in "International Affairs" our Islond
has been the "Under-dog." That draws out sympathy
and affection.
On one thorny Question of the last century,
"Fishery Rights," there is scarcely a prominent
magazine or newspaper that did not take notice of
that great struggle.
For example, we read:-
"History hardly affords a more striking in-
stance of the ... evils brought upon a state by
the cynical disregard of its solemn obligations"
(W. B. Duffield. "The True Origin of Newfound-
land Dilemma," Nineteenth Century, London, No-
vember 1901). "That Newfoundland has been brow-
beaten for the best part of a century there is no
doubt" ("Imperial Affairs." Fortnigh~ly Review,
London, February 1, 1909)."
Need I point out that our statesmen had to go
?efore the House of Lords to plead for justice for the
Island. "Public Opinion," London, May 1, 1891 says:
"The appearance of the Newfoundland Delegates at
the Bar of the House of Lords has excited . interest
as an incident of historic importance."
Those issues had affected the course of our life
and labour. It was a plea for Justice: and any deep
student of Newfoundland's history residing abroad
would have affection for the under-dog.
Move into the 20th century and look at another
issue calculated, not only to draw sympathy but
cause resentment. A Canadian professor, writing
about a Royal Commission's Report on Newfound-
land, speaks of "A long history of political incompet-
ence and corruption" (American Political Science
Review, October 1934).
However, a distinguished constitutional lawyer
in England, Dr. A. Berriedale Keith. remarks:-
"Wise husbanding and development of natural
resources by a prudent use of public moneys, with
the elimination of waste and corruption are matters
which few, if any, Dominion. . or State Gov-
ernment ever achieve."
"In the period prior to responsible Govern-
ment ... no one could accuse the British Govern-
ment of having endeavoured to supply enlightened
administration, whether to Newfoundland or any
Canadian Colony." (journal of Comparative Legis-
lation and [nteroational Law, February 1934.)
When Confederation was being debated in the
House of Commons an M.P. asserted: "The form of
Government which existed up to 1933 had many de-
fects.. There was a great deal of corruption in the
Government," but the Island had a "Public Defend-
er" in Sir William Darling, M.P.:-
"I was ... disappointed to hear the hon
Member ... refer to a great deal of corruption in
the civic life of the island" ..
"That was Quite improper because [ am afraid
that corruption is not confined to Newfoundland,
and to say that a great deal of it was in that island
was unworthy." ..
"I have been in Newfoundland and I think
1 know something of the Newfoundlanders. 1 served
with the Newfoundland Regiment in the 9th (Scot-
tish) Division when so many hundreds died on the
Somme and I served on the Gallipoli Peninsula
with them and the 29th Division."
"I will not allow hon. Members to suggest
that in this little island which made such manifest
sacrifices, corruption is any r,renter than in the
ranks of the party in which the hon. Member.
was at one time a more distinguished ornament
than he is today."
"1 think it is resented by all hon. Members
of this House and will be resented by the people
of Newfoundland." (Hansard, March 2, 1949.)
It is certainly true that the Right Hon. Sir
Robert Bond was once, about tlte opening of the
century, brought into the Courts of Newfoundland on
a question of political irregularities. The English
illustrated magazines at the time showed pictures of
Judge Little in court on the case, as well as all other
parties concerned. Of course, this same thing has
happened-before and since-in Newfoundland.
But Sir Robert came back stronger than ever
in the political arena. In fact, it was about this time
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that it is said he pledged his fortune to bolster up
the financial structure of Newfoundland just before
this present century opened.
Let us proceed with more reasons for affection.
OUf Canadian professor speaks of: "A long history
of political corruption." What of Canada, which had
corruption before Newfoundland even had any Gov-
ernment? The Westminster Review (London) july,
1827, on Canada says: "In 1824 the defalcation in the
Receiver-General's chest amounting to $400,000 was
officially communicated ... to the assembly."
The Canadian historian, George Wrong, says of
Canada:
"There has been gross bribery in elections.
Legislatures ... have been corrupted by money;
charges have been proved against even cabinet
ministers.... There have been jobbery, waste and
extravagance." (Canadian Historical Review, De-
cember,1821.)
And what of the Mother of Parliaments? E. H.
Coleridge writing "The Life of Thomas Couts"
(founder of the great financial house of "Coutts")
says: "There were trumped-up votes on both sides.
The King suggested to Pitt that bogus Tory votes
'h<)Uld be manufactured." The author adds:
"Political corruption is a relative term.
The radical. .. Lord Stair is anxious to buy the
borough of Gatton for his son. It was simpler and
probably cheaper to bribe the borough-holder than
to 'nurse a constituency'."
To tell of corruption in the U.S. would fill a
good library. A recent article says: "Scanda/s of
1951: Is Teapot Dome due for Eclipse.." The "Dome"
scandal involved a Cabinet Minister and netted him
over $400,000 for leasing Government oil lands.
He was convicted of bribery. The Attorney-General
went out in disgrace. Some died in prison.
Should not one then have an affection for the
island. But examine two witnesses on private
honesty. In Lieut. Chappel's "Voyage of the H.M.S.
Rosamond" (1818) he says:
. "Making a purchase ... upon one of the
quays in St. John's .. he was so negligent as to
leave his purse and gloves upon a log. .. The
town crier was authorized to offer a reward for
the property. and in less than half-an-hour .
the purse and gloves were restored to the owner by
a tattered wretch as destitute in his appearance as
the meanest pauper."
Stanley T. Brooks (Carnegie Museum, Pitts-
burgh) writing on: "Across Newfoundland, Fine
Scenes, Fine People," says:-
"Honesty is a characteristic and as widespread
as one could imagine ... and a good example was
mine..
"In the rush to get all my baggage on the
express, I dropped my leather coat, and I did not
realize my loss when the train began to pull out."
"Looking out of the window I noticed a poorly
dressed individual holding a leather coat .. It was
my coat.
"I informed the conductor. He told me to get
off the train at the next stop and telegraph , , '
If my coat was found it would be sent on to me at
Corner Brook.
"I arranged for it to be placed on the boat at
Curling ... ann .!;ure enough it was waiting for me
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on the steamer. My pipe snd new wallet of tobacco
w('ft still in my pocket, and. untouched. All ov~
N I undland one will .flOd such hone<>ty.\~~turl1l H,story Magazine: December, 1935.)
~co~t~u:~reM~~:r~~za~~~,~:.mm~~~.gr~:~
~(nlt.( r c.xperience. where. in a public building of
t:( I:rgrst city on the continent. I placed my brief
cSS(" just out of sight. It has never been seen by me
sinC~~twfOundland has seen more bad days than
g~~~~~sti~~~~a~~~;:~r:f~:;~e~:sdn~v~~ ~r:~~~~u.r<l ago it was said:
'But they have not degenerated. The struggle
for existt:nce ... has increased rather than dimin-
ished the sturdiness and rugged courage inherited
from the past."
"Their life, despite its sufferings and hardships,
has tended to their elevation and progress: for it
i~ 1')( yond question that, as a people, they have
advanced in civilization much more than some
otht rs who have not had to overcome such
obstach s as Nature has placed in their way."
(0. A. Willey, "The Newfoundland of Tc:xIay,"
Ntw England Magazine, February, 190-1.)
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I went to work myself at an early age in an out·
port. and it was usual for the finn to give credit in
the Spring to be «'Paid in the Fall when fish was
r ady by bringing it to the merchant to liquidate the
Spring's credit. I can recollect very few cases in
n arly a decade when this Gentleman's Agreement
WllS not honoured if the man had the necessary fish.
Can not one have an affection for a country
wht rt the moral fibre, tested and tried. stands the
strain in good times and bad? Look brieOy at pure
makrialism. Over two decades ago. I was working
up-town in New York and studying at nights in the
financial centre, known as "Wall Street."
A general idea then prevailed thnt the days of
hard work and privations were gone for ever. A great
crash came in "The Street," one that later rocked our
island. Th(' distress and destruction caused by the
(vaporation of paper profits broke the moral fibre of
millions. The very head of the New York Stock Ex-
change sp('nt years in jail.
Note tht" Congressional Record (Doings of U.S.
C(,ngrt'SS and Senate) for January I. 1951; Stt the
long lists of practically the whol~ world, some in the
Empirl:'. who have receiv~d financial aid from the
U.S. sinC'e the war. Do we find "poor" Newfoundland
on tht' list? No! The "poor" island did not ask for
nor rcc« ive one cent; what it has got it has worked
for'
Ho"(> is a sourc~ of affection. And if little Fin-
la~d was the peace-time hero of War I., by keeping
faIth WIth her foreign creditors. then our island is
the hero of War 11., where she, and she practically
alone, sailed along under her own steam. (How long
sht, continues coasting along on her own power is
nnothtr question. perhaps worth a thought or two.)
. Look at another factor making for affection and
10 ddtnce of the island. Compare it with foreign
culturt'. where the courts of any large city dispose
of dozens of divorce cases day after day. Ride the
(]( vator of a large Court houst:! The elevator man,
Aftt r he disposes of the legal talent. including a
172 Duckworth St.
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Come nearer home! In May 1950, 1 received 8
letter from a Cabinet Minister of a Western Province
(where sisters of mine had settled). He S8YS:-
"I quite agree with you that there are a lot
of native sons from that Province (N.F.) who are
now in many industries besides that of fishing and
they have proved good citizens and we are very glad
to have them ...."
Is this not then a reason for affection? They
carry away and keep the Island respect for law and
order and still never forget the source of it. This
particular province has ''Newfoundland Associations"
in its principal cities.
Is it not the duty of those at home to have the
full import of these lines brought home to them?-
lawyer follow«1 by a train of ladies, may tum around
and remark: "Default, default divorces, I must have
taken up forty today."
Here is a polluted stream overnowing into the
most sacred of institutions, the home, and that in
countries boasting of the highest material "standard
of living" in the world. This stream passes the Island
by. While I have no figures for comparison of crime
I do know that, in large centres, the juvenile and
divorce courts have full calendars.
Community life on the island has a certain soli.
darity and stability to it. Many organizations there
today date from the very earliest days of settlement.
Then, too, an outport or town is one great fraternity
house. That is a source of affection: for travel around
among strangers and then suddenly meet someone
from some place you know and see the interest it
creates.
There are those who think lack of affection
sends Newfoundlanders abroad. A faint cry is heard:
Keep them all at home! The Island once had an old
law prohibiting the fishermen from taking work
aboard U.S. herring vessels, unless all parties went
out beyond the three-mile limit and there signed,
sealed and delivered the employment contract. I am
subject to correction; but I think that local law fell
of its own weight. You can't "dam·up" or "fence·in"
human energy.
The emigration theory has been sung in poetry
and explained by political economists. Look at it in
a practical way. It has been stated, on rough esti-
mates, there are no exact figures, that two million
dollars a year is sent home by the absent ones. This
has first meant an added purchasing power at home
and shows also an affection for or thought of those
left behind.
That was a practical matter in my own family.
Nearly half of my mother's ten children have been
off the island for decades. I was in Canada before 1
was ten. Then coming back, went to work when we
needed more bread-winners.
No country is self·containcd. The U.S. lost
thousands to Canada when the Northwest provinces
were opened up. John Stephen Jeans, "EnA1and's
Supremacy," says:
"The courage, the endurance, the ambition,
and the determination to succeed which are the
conditions precedent to emigration, are amongst
the highest Qualities that a people can possess."
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THE SAGA OF THE FLOES
By L. E r ENGLISH, M.B-E.
Tne l'prmg ",cal hunt of :-.iewfoundland is the oldest
OLd the most picturesque of our island's industries. Lona:
before the white man set covetoos eyes on the New
Founde Land, Beothuck Indians wielded their Stone Age
weapons in pursuit of the teeming herds borne southward
each spring on the bosom of arctic icefloes. The Basque::;
wcre the first European .... isitors to kill seals on the New-
foundland coast, and it is possible that they did so even
bdore John Cabot came. The first English and Irish
settlers who migrated northward in the early days of the
17th. century must have followed the seal hunt in the
months of March and April and In doing so were pleased
to replenish a scanty larder and obtain the ~lceessal'Y
material for boots and buskins impervious to water.
The fIrst mention in colonial records of this valuable
industry is found in a report to the Lords of Trade b)'
Captain Kempthorn, Commodore of the Newfou.ndland
Convoy in the )'ear 1715. In his lengthy statement of
findings re the colony's trade he has the following
paragraph concerning a new Bank fishery and incident-
ally therein is the reference to the taking of seals on the
north coast:
"This year and the year before they have feU upon
a new undertaking of scndwi small \'essels to the Banks
to catch and load fish, leaving people ashore to cure it.
Ten hands employed in a Bark this way have catched six
hundred Q.uintals, whereas seven boats with thiry-five
men fishing near shore have .not caught an equal quantity.
The shore fish yields greater Q.uantity of train oyle, forty
Q.uintals of shore fish will )'ield a hogshead of train and
it will require at least fihy Q.uintals of bank fish. Be-
sides this there is train made from seales which are
caught in great quantities to the nor'ward in the winter
time and greater would be caught if they had casks to
store up their train."
There arc several varieties of the mammal including
harp, hood, bay, and square rlipper. The latter is very
rare, Rnd grows to an immen.;e size, sometimes weighing
as much as a thousand pounds. The harp is the most
~lumerous and the mC!st \'aluable. Old seals fish south-
ward in late autumn and return towards the advent 015
spring to whelp on the icefloes.. Some have their whelp-
ing grounds on field ice in the Gull or 51. Lawrence, but
the major portion of the herds choose the outside route
and prefer the arctic Ice. Young are ac.neraUy born about
the end of Februat)·. The~' Ifow quickl)' and are coa-
lde~ prime for killing at the middle of March. seals
lenerally whelp on heavy rugged ice. Near each famil}'
there is a hole ;n the floe throu,h which old animals s.lip
down to fish for food around the sea floor. Thou.h ice-
tloes wheel and shift man>' miles at the vagaries of wind
and ocean currents, the old seal returns unerringly 10 its
own family group, HrangelJ ,uided by instinct alone.
The evolution of the seal hunt is an interesting one.
At first seals .... ere csught in nets alon, the shore or killed
near [he land when ice bore the herds along the north
coast in sprin,;: Small boats were used to take the
animals, and later schooners were sailed to nearby !Ioes.
Then larger vessels came inlo the business of seal killing,
llnd It was found necessary \0 have such ships heavily
sheathed with greenheart to prevent their planking
l>eing penetrated b)' ja~ed \(e. Th. lltory (,f pou
boards ea:r.e into use is one that proves that eel t
the genesis of invention. In Ihe early days of the nine_
teenth C6.'ltury a schooner loaded with seals turned t
ir. Conception Bay as a ..udrten squall caused her to lUt
heavily; the cargo shifted to leeward with consequent
tragedy. The shipbuilding industry took on great hnpet
as large vessels were built for use in the fi:!'h caTT)11I
trade and refitted each spring (or the scaling voyage. The
Apex of the seal hunt came at the middle of the ninclcc!ltn
century, cre yet steam vessels were introduced, In the
year 1844 a record catch of 685,530 pclts was landed u:
Newfoundland ports, and over four hundred ships took
I)art in the hunt. Sleam was first used at the iccfields III
1863, and strar.gcly enough the industry took a dow _
...:ard trend from that era. The first teel ship to p~o­
secute the seal hunt was the S. S. Adventure in th yc
1908. The fleet of modem day is propelled )} mot r
power.
Records made by captains and v ls arc 1.1
r('markable. The late Captain Abrl1m Kean in the cou
of his long career as master brought O\'er a mUllan ..
to port. The S. S. r\"eptune in her lengthy span I
treacherous bergs and floes carried over a milliOD pel
h, her 0.... ners. ~ames of oldtime J;kippers lire lejlon.
but the Keans, Winsor. Jackm;.lI1$, Barbours, Blandford.
and many others equally Te..'l0\\ cd were familiar words
with Newfoundlanders who toasted "Bloody decks" and
"Bumper trip3.." Captain Bob Bartlett of Peary polar
expedition fame was a SUCCCSl'ful scaler. Captain ArtJlur
Jackman was regarded as having uncanny knowledge In
(Continued Oil page 18)
Snapshots From The Past
Much of the glamour of the seal hunt passul
away with the passing of the sailing fleets, when the
toast "Bloody decks, and many of them" stirred the
imagination. These were followed by large ships such
as the Grand Lake, Neptune, Terra Nova, Diana, etc
combining steam and sail, and following thest" were
the steamships, much larger-the Adventure, Be1l3'
venture, Beothic etc, which all still retained some
of the picturesquesness and some of the romance of
earlier days, yet through all this change in the t}pe
of ships, the hardihood, pluck and skill of tht: seal
hunters still remains.
As we go to press the date marks the anniversary
of two of the greatest tragedies of the floes. for it was
on March 31, 1914, that the crew of the S. S. New·
foundland were caught away from the ship OV!t·
night in a blizzard and approximately 80 mtn
perished and during the same storm the S. S. South·
ern Cross which was on her way from the Gulf to
Harbour Grace with a full load of "fat", went down
with all on board.
On pages 15, 16 and 17 will be found nostalgic
glimpses of what was perhaps the heyday of the s~al
hunting fleets, the story of which is interspersed WItt-
tales of heroic deeds and tragic disasters.
A young Harp White-
coat photographed lit
the icefields
A se-aling vessel of
the 1860's
Seal hunting was not a// glamour
and romance, and sometimes
tra~dy stalked the floes. A
wrecked sealing crew takes to
tIle ice lifter ship has sunk.
Iceland lind Vanguard
off to the ice.
(Photo by Ha~'ward)
S. S. Diana under sail
Built about 1860
Frequently hunters
mile!> from their ship and a
.. tow" of as much as 300 Ibs. had
to be hauled over the broken ice
.~urface to the "pans"
5.5. Grand Lake
jammNi in ice in 1907
[A, I Han'ey • Co.]
S. S. Terra NO~'a
h:lilinA fnr 20,000
A dose up ~·iew of
;;. s. Neptunt"
in 19O5
,--,j
s. S. Netpune heading out
"The Narrows". It was
nece~.~ary some springs to
saw a passage in the har-
bour at St. John's lor the
ve~~/s to proceed on their
voy,'jle
S. S. 8e/laventure
one of tile largest ships to
engaAe in the annual Seal
hunt.
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W~en in search of the elusive herds, a lookout is kept in
a barrel at the masthead and powerful telescopes are u8e":!
to scan the floes. The use of scouting areoplanes dunnll:
r('c~nt times has helped the fleet to more easily locate the
main herd commonly called the "Main Patch." SCalers
t ...ke only the pelt with Its thick inside coat of fat; the
carcass I~ left on the Ice. seal pelt-s are towed to a large:-
~~~'so:I~;eis u:t~acl~ymat~u~i~::fh~;I~~ i~~i~a=:~-:;~
ship. Vessels move through the floe and hoist their pan
on board when the kill has been accomplished.
Much or the glamour and excitement that attend~
t:1e sailing or the fleet in bygone days have gone into tile
limbo of things past and almost forgolton. However
shij)S still Wlually leave p"rt to the aerompaniment 0;
shrieki..."lg sirens and lusty cheers from onlookers. What is
now looked upon as a more interesting event is th~
arrival of the first ship back from the hunt. Then the
citi:wr:s of St. John's in particular await the landing of
th!! first "flippers" and anticipate a gargantuan feat
from the>e succulent forepaws of the young harps. Wher.
the pelts are landed the rat Is cut from the skin by adepts
in the art. The oil is extracted by means of modern
m3:chincry, and the pelts are exported mainly to BriUs}:
co.,cerns who manufacture them into leather goods oj
various classes. The Newfoundland seal is not 60 highly
regarded as the Behring Sea species, as the fur does no~
retain the fast quality except in immature animals.
The love or ad\'enture and the excitement still call
to the primitive instinct of the hunter. Each spring young
men will quit more lucrative employment for the trip to
the icefields with its gamble on a chance of little or no
(Continued on page 20)
SAGA OF THE FLOES (continued)
locating the h<'rds. Once his ship was reported lost as
some boats and ..... reckage had been sighted; he amazed
CI erybody by Ilrril'ing in St. John'" on Easter Sunday
v:ith a full load. His deeds of seamanship are recorded
in liOng and stor)·. An incident thaI reflects the courage
of ti:e man is lold or how C:lCC when he had an infected
finger he took an axe and lopped off the troubled digit.
No avocation in the world is 50 fraught with danger
and ~ ith frequent dire disaster. The lists of ships caught
in the treacherow floes is a long one. Rafting ice will
oHen crush n~:Aels caught in its icy grip; there is on')
alternative for the crew but to seek scant refuge on the
naked floe, exposed to biting frost or blinding storm.
A unknown author has caught the magic lure and
the tragedy of the frozen waste in the following lines;
"1 hav'e mushed through the snow~ of the frozen
North, where to Iile is to endure,
I hale flung my soul to the hungry winds, I have
known the fatal lure
Of the molten gem of an iceberg's heart that
spills i liquid beams
When the sun strikes through to the dazzled eye
in a thousand rainbow gleams,
The crunch of ice when the good ship reels the
ache or her grinding .,;idcs
And knows that never again she'll lean to the
wash or the sun warmed tides,
The cold that cuts like a thin steel knife and
,;tings like an adder's tongue
And stiffens the corpse of a comrade true who
lies unshrived. uJlsung."
Sometimes crews have been marooned in blizzard
far from their ship, and the pages of Newfou..'ldland his-
lory record many such tragedies in which scores of hardy
blcad winners perished. The spring of 1852 is known as
"The Spring of the Wadhams." Forty sealing vessels
went 10 their doom in rafted iee on that occasion. In
1f.93 the S. S. Grec.,land lost forty-eight men who froze
10 death in pitilcss cold, A similar fate befell seventy-
se\'en of the Cl'ew of the S. S. Newfoundland in the tipring
or 1914, and in the same storm the S.5. Southern Cross
went down with 173 men while returning from the Gulf
with a fuil load. 1.:1 1931 the S. S. Viking, on charter
for a motion picture company, blew up near the Horse
Islands with Do loss of twenty-four lives.
Legislation down through the passing decades has
tended to imprOI·e living conditions on hoard the sealing
f1('('t. BeHer rood in more variety is served, holds and
for('castles are le.~s crowded and more hygenie in con-
5cquenCC'. Every lesscl is equipped with wireless as a
precaution against disa"ter. In other respects there has
not bC1.'n much change in the methods of prosecuting the
hurt. The scalcr's equipme'lt con~ist~ of a gaff and rope
for klllinJ¢ and haulllll(. He is warmly clad, and carries
an oilsklll weatht'r proof suit in addition. Every man
In'an< a bt'll with a !'tuut knife for skinning the
reIL<;. While 011 the ice a supply of food is brought along
In a I'n all canvas ba~ known in local parlance as the
. nunny Jag" The blinding I:lare of the icefield is so
intcns(' that each man must carr)' in his equipment a pair
of dark sun glasses called "goggles" to protect his eyes
fl1Jm sl:owbllndnellS. Hard latour at the killing and to",-ing
of {'a Is produces much thirst, and experience has taught
the :-;ewfoundlander that the best relief is a small drink
of molasses. Crews ere dil'ided lTlto small companies
known in the language of seamen as ",·atches. The leader
in charge of these squads is known as the Master Watch.
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Old Landmark Disappears
The ";\larch of progress" has once again removed a
l:mdmark from our midst and ilPpa.re.nt.ly nothing wilJ
be done to mark Its slte and soon It wI! be forgollen,
Belatedly we have pl:<ccd a few markers here and there
and ;yct many places 1.1at are redolent with history have
none into the limbo of forgotten things because we have
been very short-sighted in these things and have not even
~~:y~a~~~m~;t~~I~:r~\~n~~~i~7st:;y~spo~ that have
Such is the case DC a building recently demoli.5hed
011 Monkstown Road in St. John's. This house was
originally built as a summer home Cor Dr. William Car-
son, and it is difficult for the present generation to
imagine that at the time it was built, it was thoo "out in
the country," but older rc.>idents will remember when
sueh outlaying places were visited only on Sundays or
holidays and houscs in that locality and further out werc
few and far between.
But it is not so much the house itself but the
occupant who$e activities helped to a great extent to
shape the future of our country whose residence should
be marked as an historic site.
h would appear that from the time he landed in
Newfoundland in 1808 until his death, thirty·five years
Idler Dr. Cal'$on took a prominent part in all progressive
movements for the building up of our country. Some of
his conlemporaries considered him to be a troublesome
character because he fought against those who would
retard progress in Newfoundland and who wanted to ex-
ploit the rich fi.;hcries and kecp the country merely as a
lishi.'lg station.
Dr. V. P. Burke, a.B.E., had this to say about Dr.
Carson in an article in the Quarterly on Newfoundland's
Form of Government: "The two great leaders in the
struggle for a local legislature were Dr. William Carson
and Patrick :'t10rris, an Irishman. Prowse says: "Batt,
were distinguished, able men, but in marked contrast to
each other. The doctor, the 'originator of the movement,
was a stiCC·mannered, pedantic old gentleman, dogmatic,
self·opinionated and independent, a very clever man both
h his profession and in the conduct of public affairs.
:'.Iorri>l, on the other hand, had all the qualities of a
popular tribune; you can sec both in his writings and in
hi>! spt'eches that he was an impetuous ll'ishman; every·
thing was done in a rush; in place of the doctor's calm
easonL'lg and carefully polished p('l·iods."
In the year 1825, the usual routine of appointing the
Admiral commanding the Newfoundland Squadron Civil
Go\"ernor of the Island was departed fl'om and Captain
Sir Thom<ls Cochrane of the Royal Na\'y succeeded
Artmiral Sir Charles Hamilton as Governor. A Royal
Charter was issued by which a most important change in
tn(' administration of the country was effected. By the
Governor's commi!'.sion it was ordered that a Council
~hould divide with him the responsibility of his govern·
ment, and the Government was now composed of a body
consisting of the Governor. the three judges of the
Supreme CQurt and the officer commanding the Garrison.
This was the eighth form of government.
Dr. Carson's was the first signature to the famous
:'.lanife~to of November 14, 1820, although he was de-
feated In the fir.>t General Election, 1832, for the legis-
l<lture which he helped so much to secure. He was, how-
ever, elected member of the House of Assembly for St.
John's District in 1834. He was Speaker of the House of
Assembly in 1837·38 and was appointed to the Legislative
Council under Responsible Government. The Upper
Hou:;e 01' Legislative Council had $ix members and the
Lower House of Assembly had fifteen. ThLs was the
ninth form of Government."
Judge Prowse called Dr. Carson "the greatest figure
of the nineteenth century in Newfoundland," and in some
of his articles written for the Quarterly, he tells of the
work of the good doctor during the great epidemic, how
he carried on against tremendous odds until exhausted
for lack of rest, and when he had to stop for a few hours
rest he would delegate Judge Prowse to take medicines,
etc., to the sick and dying.
Even if only part of the many progressive activities
which were credited to him in an article by Hon. R. B.
Jot! in the Quarterly on the centenary of his death were
true, he is deserving of our esteem and admiration and
his memory should be commemorated in some lasting
form, either at the General Hospital or at the site where
he retired for relaxation. According to this article Dr.
Carson is credited with sponsoring many ventures. He
was; Father of Agriculture in Newfoundland; Founder of
the General Hospital; Champion of Education; Father of
Roads; First President of the Board of Health; First to
propose a Town Council: First to advocate a whale fish·
ery; First to advocate a Police Force; First to advocate a
Public Market House; First to advocate Town Planning
ir. St. John's; The man who forced the Governmtpt to
grant iand to settlers; The man who was responsible for
the position of Governor becoming a full·time office; The
man who brought about the abolition of the Surrogate
Courts and bstituted the present judicial system; .Father
of Representative Government in NewfoWldland.
That is an imposing array of "firsts" and surely
entitles him to a niche in our hall of fame.
A final tribute, an impressive one, was paid him by
Dr. L. E. Keegan, who for many years was surgeon·in-
chief of the General Hospital. He wrote of Dr. Carson.
"He figures among the supermen of our professioll
who, un honoured and unsung, have passed away. He
was a miln of great parts, highly intellectual, of tremen·
dous energy, a fearless fighter and a great medical man."
Dr. Carson was buried in the grounds of the Church
of England Cathedral on March 3, 1843, and there can
be Gecn a tombstone, the inscription all which is at
presc.:"1t almost undecipherable.
An interesting footnote to the above is the fact that
so:ne years ago, at 1"1e request of Dr. Carson's descend-
<.nts, the JOJ family, our present Premier, Hon. J. R.
Smallwood, prepared all excellent article on the Doctor
and on condilio.:ls existing at that time which, so far as
the writer is aWilrc, ha;; never been published.
Clean Up!
Your community will be a better place in
whic'J to live if every member of your family joins
with his neigh tours in a Clean·up, Paint-up, Plant-
up campaign this spring,
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A Spring Song
The "winter of our discontent" (as old Bill
ShakesJ)('are once said) is over and we now welcome
another Spring---changeable and provoking though
it so often proves. It can well be dub~d the season
of contrasts. It is the time of bubbling youth, joy
and mating happiness. It is also associated with
coughs and chills, sulphur and molasses, fertilizers,
seed catalogues and "trout runnin' in the brooks."
The air is filled with the sweet and cleanly smell of
leaves and green grass, of blossoms and all sorts of
growing things: also with the demands of our wives
and daughters for new clothes. The organ-grinder
with his hurdy-gurdy is seen on the streets, and the
screech of the wheelbarrow is heard coming down
the road. The railway section hand has burned the
dead grass along the railway tracks in the country,
and the town dweller has spaded up his back-yard
garden. It is the time of fond hopes, of beautiful
dreams and love. It also rains "cats and dogs" at
times. The wild strawberry will soon be ripening on
the warm hillsides and the white hawthorn spread·
ing its sweet fragrance in "the fields beyant." Down
in the swamps Mr. and Mrs. Mosquito, just newly
married, have commenced an intensive production
campaign and millions of their dirty pesky little
\'Jill soon be tormenting the lives and legs of those
who "dwell near nature's heart." It is a season of
strong extremes--of hot days and chilly nights--of
bright sunshine and spring showers-of early snow·
drops and occasional snowstorms---of the lilting
liquid melodies of the song birds and the ribald
raucous cries of the crows and grackles. It is about
the meanest, dirtiest and most unce-tain time of the
year but, darn its pesky hide--y.re like it, bc<:ause of
its promise for more glorious cays to come.
-Canadaink.
KEEP CLEAN
with OONN1E CLEANER
GO
"Where the charm of newness is restored"
CRAFT CLEANERS, LTD.
11 Hamilton Street
DIAL 6985
(The Sa,a of the FIGe§--Colllinu~)
remuneration. The old custom whir:h obtained in 'he ('0( •
fishery three centuries ago, that of !\haring in the . ul
of the sea50n's catch. still remains the rule in the I
hunt.
This love of adventure also holds an allure f
boys of 51. John's, especially of the wOl'king cla~ses \\ho$f'
fl&thers and grandsires relate stirring tales of oldtillH
ships and sealhng voyages. Each spring, as the fleet pI"('
pares to depart, boys of te.'1der leen agc secrete thcmselv
(Ill board and stay in hiding until the ves~els ar<.> w<.>1!
away from the home port. These slowaways then C(lrnl
out of hiding places and mingle with the crew, share ir.
the work aboard ship and partake in the food. On the
return to port they may receive small cash dOR.;I\iOn.'1
from the personnel, if the voyage ha5 proved successru
There is a story of a stowaway lad that is a \"eri ble
classic. Among the crew on the S. S. ~ewroundland In
the spring of the disaster wa a )'outh named Dan
Do.....:ney. He was on the icc with the crew through two
nights of blinding stann, and through the first night he
sang old tunes while crew members danced to keep them-
st'lves wann. As mcn began to die, young Downcy cheer-
ed their last minutes by reciting the Lord's Prayer tn
many? passing spirit. One dying man asked for a hymn,
(lnd in numbed accent the youth feebly responded WIth
"Nearer, my God, to Thee." As the r<""cue ship 8{'l1a·
venture rove in sight all the second morning the br.l\c
boy breathed his last. "Greater lo\"e no man hath"
The picturesque days of the old windjammer und (I
the seal hunt have gone, and men are nut called upon to
"fist" frozen yards in sub zero temperatufe!; or to furl
frozen sails from the precarious foothold of a awaYlnf.
rope_ But danger still lurks amid the wheelinK i~noes.
and the old harp's brood and the old hoad stIll Ill' "O\~t
in the growling !lack" off the north coast of Nt'wround-
land, calling, always insistently calling her red blood('-I
youth to man the ships and turn qucstinl:! prows tn.... ad
ti.e great white wilderness.
GENERAL TIRES
AND
BATTERIES
•
Avalon Service Station
MILITARY ROAD - ST. JOHN'S
Distributors for Newfoundland
Dial 5~33
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Stamp Collecting-Universal Hobby
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lie have e\'oked such wide interest as stamp
From the lowly schoolboy who swaps stamps
th bl il ends right up to royalty, at one time or an-
\\:~r the collecting ··bug" seems to infect nearl:.' aU of
us. and valuable COl1ectlO'...S have on occa~ion brought
f uloUS 5 ms to their owners. Our late Klllg George V
had pt'rhaps one of the most valuable collections III the
\\:orld.
There IS such variety of subjects available that one
can select anyone and build an interesting and i.."lstructive
cullection. Some collectors, for instance, concentrate on
t"QllectinR stamps with maps, others with architecture,
crowned heads of countries, agriculture, war, ships, his-
torical, to name a few,
Few people know the origin of the postage stamp,
the story or which is, to say the least, Interesting, and few
people realize that the first authentic postage stamps were
iSSued in England and came Into use in the year 1840,
during the rdgn of Qucen Victoria, and the first Royal
:UOIiI sleamer ever employed in Newfoundland was the
:'\iolth ArTK'rica;' Capt. R Meagher, which arrived in
SI. J hn', 8 o'clock on Monday, April 22, 1844, having
run fro HiJlifax (nearly 700 miles) In 60 hours.
A m n named Roland Hill was visiting Scotland in
1838 He net a pretty lassie named .Mary. One day the
posl.i I car- er came with an en\'elope for the girl. In
COM a,ya. the receiver had to pay for any mail he got;
u u,llIy t ",as an extortiooate ptice. :\lary said she
C i,Ildn t pa:.' fur it; Hill oHered to pay, and O\'er her pro-
u~t. e did. Then Mary explained that her boy friert:i
wa In the army serving in South Wales. To get around
the prohibitive cost of correspondence, they had evolved
coic A line on the envelope meant that he loved her,
two hnes that he loved her very much and so on. This
rC'du(', rl the weight of the letter.
'·Hill, returning to England, thought the matter over.
He was a mathematician. He hit upon the idea of selling
~talllp~ for one pen.ny to the sender of letters. The
Mlni~ter in charge of posts dismissed the idea as
absoluU"l.v fantastic.' Not dismayed, Hill gained audience
With QUl"Cn Victoria to whom he displayed a small slamp
~ ith her Image on it. The Queen was impressed. '1tJe
Queen ,)acked Hill's revolutionary idea and the world's
(If t authentic postage stamp, 'The Penny Black', came
II'tO.lSC in 1840.'
Thus It was that stamp-collecting, a hobby which the
bte p Ident ROQSe\·elt made famous, became possible.
It fe JCt"' that few collectors e\'er suspected that
s, tUsh \'ag at the bottom of the whole thing.
1U8TORY IN 8TAl\lP8
however-except in the case of the Klng·s profile and
now and Ihen those of other members of the Royal
Famil:)"-preferred for the most part impcJ"S()nal designs
for her stamps.
All of which reminds us of the classic example for
all lime of personal fame being achieved in Canada
through a postage stamp.
TilE CONNELL STAJ."\IP
In the year 1860 Mr. Charles Connell was postmaster-
general or New Brunswick. Mr. Connell was a politician
whose sense of the value of advertising would have put
to shnme the genius of those to·day who make a living
out or high-pressure publicity, And the worthy gentle-
man's astuteness in this respect was no mere academic
affair. He put it into practice in a way which for pure
unmitigated impudence has never before or since be6n
equalled. Receiving a consignment of postage stamps
for usc of the citizens of New Brunswick, he inspected
them with the eye of one who saw In every article de-
signed to .secure wide circulation a means of spreading
his own fame.
In this particular issue, the one-<:ent stamp showed a
train; on the fi\·e-ccnt stamp was the Queen's head; on
the 10-cent stamp the Queen's head; on the 12t.2 cent
stamp a boat; and on the 17 cent stamp the Prince of
Wales. Now loyal as he was to Her Majesty, Mr. Connell
saw no reason why the Queen's head should appear twice.
II lacked originality and imagination, reasoned the Post-
master-General, who proceeded to remedy this defe<:t
by IDIgaging an engraver and printer to produce a new
five-cent stamp. This when it appeared showed no
lack whatever of either imaginatlan or originality. Mr.
Connell's own countenance had replaced the Queen's.
Needless to say, the Connell slamp was quickly sup-
pressed-but the curious fact is thlll its withdrawal was
forced, not by the law, but by Mr, Connell's poJitica~
opponents, who resented violently this unfair method
of political campaigning.
DO YOU WANT ...
the most infonnative publication in Newfound-
land to-day? Then subscribe 10
THE NEWFOUNDLAND DUARTERLY.
SI.OO a Year
•
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three months after his death, the United
State led a series of postage stamp:; commemorating
the te President Roosevelt. The fact is a reminder of
ho..... much modern history can be learned through
phIlately, quite apart from the Intrinsic satisfaction that
bel .'1gs to that branch of collecting as one of the most
popular of all hobbies for young and old.
The engraver's art has given us some beautiful and
lasting mt'morials of Canada's war service in the designs
~r Posffige stamps issued since 1939. Ram tanks, speed-
lOiC dc:;troyers, shipyard activity tell part of the story
of Canada's War effort in her stamps; this country has,
St. John's
P.O. BO" E·5419
Newfoundland
"MAKE YOUR NEXT SUIT A
PARKDALE
In My Attic
By L. W. JANES
THE WHITE CLOTHING
LIMITED
PARKDALE MADE-TO-MEASURE DIV,ISION
ST, JOHN'S
s. O. STEELE & SONS
LET POLIFLOR
Polish Your Floors
Limjfed
\1y attic's rich ..... ith rart' old thines,
With dusty tomes and broken f;prings.
An organ, old, with wh~· lunlU=.
And Period chairs with broken rungs
Built in t~e days of Xivth Louis-
Whose drunken curves ....ould dri\"e one screwv_
There's Chippendalc and old Queen Anne, •
And by their side a broken fan
Uscd in the days of Good QUCl.'lI BC'Ss-
A mosl abominable mcss!
And in the trunks such treasun:"·trov('
I'd bring to light as in I dove
My hands among the satin dl'es.,cs
That set off dear great Gra:l(hna's l~('s-,,('!:,
A wig of courtier now I find
And verses by the poet blind,
A masterpiece is hidden th('re
That shows "the fairest of the Cair:'
A souvenir of value lurks
In a dim corner, s!":o.... inll: quirks
Our forbears had for S("('ret pla('("!l,
That hid from curious vie..... all tracl"'S
Of wealth, hid so ingeniously
'Twas meant to puzzle ~'ou and me,
So, On a rainy afternoon,
I hie me to my attic room
And reconstruct the days of ~"Or("
And ghost on ghost parodI'S the floor,
Dressed in her ga)"est furbelows
Great Aunt goes by with lurned up n()~;
An uncle, with a bulbous snout,
A wig, and yes, he's got the j;loul!
r\ crotchety old fellow he,
A ~ailor bold who roamed the 8('11:
Ami who is here? This daLnt)" miss?
Will you not let me blow a kisl'?
A belle of all the ball; WIlS she-
She went away across the S("a
The coachm<ln chose her Cor his bride-
Eloped with her-a hUlSty ride-
They sailed away to a new land
For him she spurned a gff"at P("('r's hand!
I draw the curtain on the life
She lived as happy coachman's wife-"
And so the long procession passes-
Some were wise, anrt some were a~es:
And as I sat and m\1.$ed up there,
On a rickety old chair.
ThaI, though our ways are not the same-
::I.lost of our forbears played the- game
According to their code and rulC6-
And some were wise and some we-re fools,
And we, I guess, are much the same,
We try at leasl to play the game.
I
Water Street West
POLIFLOR gh'es your Floors a
deep gleaming beauty that lasts-
not jU5t a £urface glitter that
shows e\'ery footmark. The quality
wax at a popular price-A Nugget
product-is best for your floors
and Linoleums.
- also-
See Us for Your
CROCKERY and GLASSWARE
An excellent country_wide service for
Clerical Suits, Sport Jackets, Sport
Trousers, Regular Suits, Topcoats, Etc.
Finest English Materials
See your nearest Dealer, or write
MADE-TO-MEASURE
CORONATION WAllE
Requirements
CUPS & SAUCERS - TEA SETS
DINNER SETS
WATER SETS - BERRY SETS
D;al 6392
I
J. B. Mitchell &Son, Ltd.
SELLING AGENTS
All this is strange, in facl, erratic,
For, don't you see, J have no attic!
And in my tiny five· room flnt
There isn't room to swing neat!
And in my mind alone-, I gue,~~,
Al'{' 311 th(' ~lIltiqu('S I poS.~l·SS!
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THE TRUE NE\WOUNDLANDER (continued)
"When the cry that fose from the crowded board
Was more than a cry for bread.
Who then were the sons went sadly forth
Where the outland roadways led?
'Twas the hardier son. the ,heavy of heart.
Rose up from the mother s knees
And followed the trail of the luring West,
And fathomed the lonely seas.
'Twas the best of her blood she gladly gave,
And few were the words she said" ....
There is another source of affection; for, as one
goes deep into the Island's history, he becomes aware
of the fact that, no matter how ill-treated the Island
in its early struggles it never held a grudge.
Not long after the issue of Responsible Govem 4
ment was settled the industrial towns of England
were suffering great distress by stoppage of raw
cotton, due to the Civil Wa~ in the U.S. The Island,
forgetting old wrongs, sent In her share of money-
it may have been small-to help. reli.ev~ distress in
Lancashire; over 300 pounds sterhng IS hsted as one
contribution from the island (Frazer's Magazine,
September, 1863).
If the early privations and hardships carried any
weight in a decision, then I should have had no
affection for the Island. And even though A. C.
:~d~~ '~~~~~~r~:u~~a1~~::~c'}ye~%~~~/a::;~
that:
"The Quays at Poole must have presented a
scene of great activity. These traders had long been
established in the business. The Slades, Lesters,
Garlands, Kempes, Spurriers, Saunders, Neaves
... all drove a thriving business throughout the
Napoleonic Wars."
Yet disasters and deaths of breadwinners left
only the will to carryon.
Conclusions
To present any kind of a "case for Newfound-
land" and the reasons for affection, one must have
practical experience; he must have been around
enough to compare and balance the facts of other
countries. And, too, he must have no small know-
ledge of all history.
The latter is perhaps most important. My foun-
dation in that was laid when, although going to work
there in steady employment at 12, I was tutored at
nights by one I still hear from. Dropping work the
days for the exams, I always, even then, knew enough
and had interest enough in history, to give me dis-
tinctions in the local exams.
Let us not "Sell tIle Island short," because pure
materialism is not so evident. Napoleon once said:
"The moral is to the material as three is to one."
I thank this magazine for putting the above in
print and the Senator for suggesting the topic.
Many centuries ago an Oriental scholar travel-
led over the rich lands of the then known world. She
came from a poor land. But after she had gone far
and observed much, it is recorded that she looked
back toward her own land, and lifting up her hands.
exclaimed:
"0 land, be thou well cultured, or mountain
wild,
Sink thou in valleys deep, or rise in mountains high,
Where worthy men with manly soul are found,
There art Thou Good, 0 land!"
THE EARTH IS VERY BEAUTIFUL
The earth is very beautiful to-night;
The harmonious trees,
Like sentinels against the darkened sky,
Arc gently rustling in the ambient ail';
And myriad stars arc mirrored in the silent lake;
High in the heavens the silvery moon shines down,
BathiJlg each hill and dale in mystic light,
While here and there a fleecy cloud
Floats slowly 'cross the booom of the sky_
The earth is very beautiful to-ollight'-L. W. J.
1906 1953 F. E. BEST & CO.
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Current History In
Our Schools
SVPPLE,\lENT TEXT BOOK W1TtI NEWSPAPERS
AND jUAGAZINES
"00 not deny our children their newspaper and
magazine educalion" was the headline of an article ill
an American publication.
"I[ you are II wise parent," the fir'tiele suggests, "you
will take time to answer all the questions that stem from
their reading of current history," and this should be
required reading just like the textbooks. Even if it means
ioing to reference books, it's worth the bother for the
good results obtained.
Students learn the dates of the Kings with thei,
battles and treaties, but there is no time taken to teach
them the organization of the United Nations. Tiley learn
of the Wars of the Roses, Agincourt. Waterloo and
the Napoleonic wars, but only by the individual teache'"
do they leam anythine of the possible breeding ground!l
of future wars in the world to-<1ay
In an address in Montreal some years ago, A. E
Whiting, general manager of the "Herald" suggested that
current history might be taught daily for half an hour in
the lower grades and one hour in the higher grades tot'
"the presentation of civic, muncipal and federal as well
as world wide affairs, and these publicatio.ns," he said,
"were the ideal source of contemporary English ..
public affairs, scientific discoveries, various kinds of
public opinion and progress."
With history and geography moving at such a pace
to-day no textbooks can be kept fully up to date unless
they were in loose leaf fonn, permitting changing or a
few pages at a time.
Moreover, with children takini an interest in cur-
rent events and asking their parents about them, the
oarents would of necessity have to make a more extensln"
study of "'"::"rld affairs and not just read the headlines.
What an Influence this would have Upon our boys
and girls of high school age--our citizens of to-morrow.
and with what fore:;ight and iT'ltelligen<'e they could fa('f'
Ihe .... orld as busin . men an:! .....om.:n and world leaders
We would have a generation of young mpn and women
who would have the kno....,ledge and intelliience to luar-
anlee good government. When will our educator'? takf"
Ihe necessary steps 10 provide for this n('i:d?
Winners Of Art
Contest
At a dinner meeting of Lhe St. John's Lions Club heM
, I the Newfoundland Hotel recently winners of the club'
'pCInsored art conlest, held in conjunction with Educati"n
\','eek, :\!arc:l 1-1, were presented prizes.
The contest was open to S1. John's pupils in Gnde
VIII and approximately 25 entries .....ere submitted from
the various schools. The drawings, coloured with cra)'()l'ls,
were judged by Mr. Reg Sheppanl, Newfoundland
Academy of Art
First place went to Betty Carter, Macpherson
Academy, for her drawiog o[ a lighthouse scene, second
place to Rosemary Stanford, St. Patrick's Convent, and
third place to Sam Laydon, Mount Cashel Orphanage.
Following the presentation, made by Mr. Austin
Earle, an addreSli was delivered by Mr. C, Strong, B.A,
Mental Health Educationalist, Department of Health
Hon. S. J Hefferton, former Minister or Education.
present Minister of Supply, mO\'ed a v\ote of Ih<mkll to
Ihe speaker.
Aromatic plants bestow
No spicy fragrance while they grow,
But crushed or trodden 10 the ground
Diffuse their talmy SW("(-'tll around.
-Goldsm,itil
HARBOUR GRACE, l.ooKING SOUTHEAST
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The Hills OJ Goose
B~ A. H. BARSS, M.D., C.M.
The hill~ or Goose arc calling to-night
J I'leir cold but magnificent way.
I see them touched with the morning light
Or the I'hades at the and of a day.
Tile hills of Goose are calling to-night
Thl'ir song rings clear in my ear.
I !'ee them Co\'ered with a veil of white,
Or naked, lonely and bare.
The hills of Goose are calling to-night
From the land of the north and the wild.
1~ them dancing with Northern Lights,
Or asleep at night like a child.
The hill,; of Goose are calling to-night
In that old familiar wa)';
Mv soul takes wing in unseen !light,
A~d answers their call 10 stay.
To-Day
• SERVICE
• SECURITY
• SATISFACTION
WITH ALL YOUR INSURANCE
Q~T~UP JOUnSOn
T"~ !litIII{tJ.IUt MAN
'Yesterday IS but a dream,
To_morrow is only a vision,
But to-day well lived will make
Ever)' yesterday a dream of happiness
And each to-morrow a vision of hope;
So look ye well therefore to this day."
-(Selected)
244 Water St. St. John's
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Moonstruck Herring
A recent press notice concerning moonstruck her-
ring dealt wilh the phenomena that herring were
caught more readily and plentifully when the moon was
at. or near, the full. The explanation advanced was that
Ll(' bright rays of the moon attracted the herring to the
surface where they fed lind were easily caught. Now
comes a report from the Canadian Biological Station at
St. Andrews, N.B., outlininJ the results of experiments
with varied light intensities on the feeding habiu of her-
ring. in which is is stated that thet<e Hsh ab5tain from
eating when there is no light and exhibit increasingly
ireater appetites as the light increased, artificially, in
the experimental pool. A light intensity nearly corrcs-
ponding to moonlight was declared by the observers to
be the most suitable for the reeding habits of the her-
ring, ll.'1d this conclusion only serves to bear out sciEfl-
:ifically what experienced fishermen ha\-e known,
apparently. for a long time_
Mirage
I passed the gall'S of Paradise
Paying with sorrow and tears,
Only to find the fountain of youth
Extinct these thousand years.
-Viola Gardner
"
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DAVID BUCHAN-EXPLORER
By EDWARD CURFAN
(The life history of David Bucnan is not veT)' well
known in Newfoundland, although he was a man of great
ubility and prestige. The majority of facts given in this
essay were found for us by Dr. Roberl Saunders),
D3vid Buchan w{'; born in 1780, A,D. Allhough we
cannot find allY account of hio; birthl)lace or early family
life, it is pos,ible that he may be descended from lIw
ancient Scottish family of "Buchans." The Earldom of
Bucha.!Is, in northeast Aberdef'nsl1ire. can be traced back
to the time of William the Lion. and there are record!¢
of the family. man)' of w~om oore the name Davitt, as
early as RichardWi de Buchan (1287).
Buchan joined the British Navy in his early bo)'>
hood, working his way up to a lieutenant's commission
in 1806. In 1810-11 he was sent by the Governor. Admiral
Sir John Duckworth, on an expedition up the Exploits
River. to make friends with the Beothuck Indians.
Buchan was commissioned to obt;]in the help of
William Cull of Fogo, and t .....o other guid('s from that dis-
trict; with his three guides and thirty-four mari.nes he
penetrated more than aile hundred miles into the
interior.
After suffering many hardships they cventually
leac~ed Red Indian Lake. where they found an Indian
camp, When they had succeeded in overcoming the
Indians' extreme terror and establishin, a good under-
~tallding, Buchan decided to return to his camp a few
mil~ back on the river. to fetch food and more presents
for the Indians. He also planned to explore the interior
(,! the country. Buchan persuaded four of the Indians to
:lC'('Ompany him, and left two of the marines behind In
the Indian camp. On the journey three of the Indians
Mave mysterious :;igns and ran a .....ay; the others carried
on, but in great fear.
On reaching the Indian village again, they found It
b::ondoned and their comrades sillin. Il was afterv.,ards
learned that the Indians thought Buchan had gon(' to
bring back more mcn to take them all prisoners. Th.b
unhappy e\'ent discourl'ged Buchan and hi!; party, so thc.\'
decided to begin the long return journey to the schooner
Buchan must have visited several places on Red
ir.dian Lake; a small river in this distdct, also an island
in the Lake. are named after him. It is from this rivt'r
and isla....d that our town of Buchan." take!': it name.
In 1813 a Commission of Peace was issued which
uppointed Justices for the Is!and. Captain Da\"id Buchan
"'as amongst thOM' who .....ere appointed. A .year or 110\0
'flier he was Commanding Officer of Hi~ 'tajesty's Na\'al
"ofees in Newfoundland, taking charlilc of the oolany in
the u.sual absence of the Governor durinR the winter
In the years 1815 to 1818 the whole i~land met with
IT:any disa.>ters--flres, famine, insolvE'ncies, inadequate
provi~io.ns.-while al the same time things were marie
more difficult by immigl'ants from Ireland arrh'ing in
large numbers.
The winter 1817-1818 was known lU the "Winler of
the "Rals" or "Rowdies," Fortunately at this terrible
crisis the virtual control of the hland was in the hand.>:
c! Captain David Buchan, The most fulsome panegyric
is really faint praise for the cool courage and hwnane
exertIons of the heroic commander:' He put his men ,f
H ~f.S. Pike on shon rations and used his slores of food
tt. relieve the distress in the cit)· of St. John's,
The Grand Jury sent him the follo""ing Address of
Thanks:
"You Sir, were seen conspicuous in public
eXE'rtions to afford the only refuge to which those
.suffering thc calamities of impending famine
would address themselves for succour"
Mr. Kemp of Brlgus tells of the confidenN' an(f
THE OLD FRENCH
CAPITAL
PLACENTIA FRO'1
DIXON'S HILL
(Photo by P, Doyle)
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pfpty the planters fell when CaptaLn Buchan was among
thPffi.-all caught the contagion of his splendid courage.
The following is an extract from the Royal Gazette,
July 27, J817:
"At a l'pecial meeting of the Benevolent Irish
S<,riet~' held this day at the Crown and Anchor
Hotel, tor the expr~s purpose or taking into con-
:-ideration the mentorious conduct of David
Buchan, Esq., Captain of His Majesty's Sloop
Pike, is was unanimously resolved;
'That their PTesident, James MacCrairie,
Esq., be requested to express the gratitude and
esteem of the Society to David Buchan, E.iq., Sur-
'Olate for his extraordinary exertions during the
late calamitous winter for the rt>lief of the dis-
treu of the suftering poor, and preser\'jng peace
and I(ood order in this community,"
During the summt>r of 1818 Captain David Buchan
..as sent on an expedition to the Arctic. The British
Admiralty litted out t.\\·o expedilioDS, one under Ross and
Parr)' for the pur~e 01 attempting a North West pas-
sage throuilh Ballin Land, the other to attempt to reach
th • 'orth Pole
Tlloo l'hips :;elected tor the latter expedition were a
pic }f whalers, the Dorothea (350 tons) and the Trent
250 tons). The command of the former WlUi given to
.:'omm.tnder Da\'ld Buchan, to whom was also entrusted
he suprenle conduct ot the expedition, whilst Lieutenant
John Franklin (arterwards Sir John) comman::led the
rrent, ..... ith Frederick Becchey as 1st. Lieutenant.
Captain Buchan's instructions directed him to pro-
ct'ed with hi two ships in a direction as due north as
pllUlble through the Spitzbergen Sea in order to di.scover
northern pa~age from the Atlantic to the Pacilic ..
Srould he find a passage practical, he was to use his
utm()~t exertions to reach the North Pole. He was par-
ticularly l'autioned to be very attentive in ascertaining
the ratc of his chronometers. The ships, having been
provisionc<l for two years, sailed from the Thames on
Apl'il 25th, 1818.
At the end or Muy they reached Magdalena Bay,
Spit~bergen,meeting very severe weather, .. , "so great
indeed was the accumulation ot ice about the bows that
we were obliged to cut away repeatedly with axes, .
.IJld the ropes were so thickly covered with ice that it
was necessary to beat them with long sticks ."
On June 7th the two ships attempted to penetrate
the ice field but were shut up in the floes for thirteen
days, After many days ot ceaseless battling with the ice
~:1e)' sought an anchorage in Fairhaven (Spitzbergen)
10 order to jive the oUic<ltS and crew a brief rest.
On July 6th they made another attempt to find a
pass,"Ige through the ice barrier, sailing northward until
lee cl<lsed in on them in latitude 80 0 34". After vainly
t1emptlllg to drag the \'essels northward by means of
ropes and Ice anchOn<, the)' changed their course west-
..:ard in order to examine the edge of the pack towards
Gret'nland.
So severel)' handled were the ships during the gales
tl at \.hey were both more or less disabled and the
Dorothea redu<'ed to an almost foundering condition_ It
took a month to repair the shlps for the homeward voy-
ge and \l. hile this was U! progress the first well-surveyed
map of northlA:estern Spitzbergen was drawn up.
During this voyage BucJ:.an made important obser-
vaU ms on the variatiolU ot the compass needle, on under-
tt1rrcnts. Oll the temperature ot the ocean's dept4s, and
n the compres:sion of the earth in the area of the pole.
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On Auguit 30th the two vessels put to sea, and, after
an anxious passage, arrived at Deptford on the 22nd of
October, 1818.
In 1819 Buchan was back again in Newfoundland, for
we hear of a Surrogate Court being held in Harbour
Grace by Captain Davit! Buchan, and in J820 he was
c~osen to lead another expedition up the frozen Exploits
River.
This lime it was to take back to her tribe Mary
March, the Lndian woman who had been captured by
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JOHN Y FlLL·UP THE BOWL
The bowl is full and we'll drink .no more,
Hurrah! Hurrah!
The bowl is full and we'll drink .no more,
Hurrah! Hurrah!
The bowl is full and we'll drink .no morc,
We'll all skedaddle for Yankee shore,
And we'll all drink stone blind,
Johnny fill up the bowl
We'll all drink stone blind,
Johnny till up the bowl.
To-day tor dinner we had cold duff,
Hurrah! Hurrah!
To-day ror dinner we had cold dun
Hurrah! Hurrah!
To-day for dinner we had cold dun
And the darn old cook wouldn't give us enough.
So we'll all drink stone blind,
Johnny fill up the bowl.
And we'll all drink stone blind.
Johnny fill up the bowl.
Whert are those eyes that looked so mild?
Hurrah! Hun'ah!
Where are those eyes that looked so mild?
Hurrah! Hurrah!
WhNe are those eyes that looked so mild
Since you skedaddled Crom me and the child?
And left all your dirty clothes behind.
Johnny I hardly knew you,
Johnny dear, you look so queer.
Divil a bit I knew you.
The following is a sample of the "shanties" which
resounded from arou.nd the capstan as the anchor was
weighed for a seallni voyage or later in the spring when
vessels were leaving for the Labrador. H. F. Shortis re-
called these verses Cram memory
mation-Just a brid allusion-"In coming from India
David Buchan was lost In the "Upton Castle" a ship that
\'.as .never heard ot after Ihe 8th of December, 1838." The
clate of hLs death is sometimes gi ....en as 1837, and he wa.~
slruck oft the list of living captains in 1839.
We have no further information ot this intrepid
explorer, and I, personally, would like to know more,
especially about his last voyage on the Upton Castle
1 lind creat pleasure in this kind of work-learning
how our great heroes made the History and Geography
of the world
..Further Education" (Editor's Note): All the papeno
and clippings CO kindly sent to us by Dr. Saunders are
now filed in the Adult Educ3lion centre. Some of them
gi\-e detailed descriptions of the 1818 Arctic Expedition
and oC the Earldom and family of Buchans. They arc
exceedingly interesting. It any of our readers can send
us more facts to add 10 our files, or if they find we ha\'e
made inaccurate statements we shall be \'ery glad to heal
from them.
(The Newfoundland Quarterly received permission
to reproduce the above. It appeared originally in
"Further Education" a yearly magazine published b)'
Buchans Adult Education Centre Mr. Curran was a
student there.)
%63 fluck-worth Sl'Phone 5061
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John Peyton of Twillingate and afterwards brought to
St. John's. Unfortunately. M"ry March did not survive
the journey.
However, Buchan prO<"eeded on his way towards Red
Indian Lake, taking with him the body of the dead
woman, which had been wrapped in linen and placed in
a coftin. He left the coffin by the side of the lake, where
it was round later by some of her people who conveyea
i~ to the burial place of the tribe.
In 1823 Captain Buchan was promoted to Commodore
on the Newfoundland station, fulfilling his duties with
great ability and calmness. He has been variously de-
scribed as "a skillful and accomplished officer of the
Royal Navy of Britain" lind "an active and enterprising
mariner, a most zealous and efficient officer." In 1825
he became High Sheriff in Newfoundland.
During his lifetime David Buchan sailed many ships.
We have mentiGn of six of them: H.M.S. Pike . Adonis
... Grasshopper ... Dorothea .. Trent. And Upton
CasUe, on which he made his last voyage
Of Ihis last expedition we have very liltle infor_
l\c~nts for:
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On Church Bells
1 read a letter in a newspaper the other day from a
man who complained about the clanging of church bells.
They seemed to have disturbed his peace of mind, and
he demanded that all church bells should be prohibited.
"To-day," he said, "No one needs a bell to tell him
when to go to church; what with alarm clocks and radios,
the milkman and the garbage man, to say nothing of the
rag-and-bottle man and the pedlar of 'de banan,' 'de
banan: and the hooting of motor car horns one hardly
needs a church bell to add to the din."
'Tis too true that our daily lives are surrounded
almost continuously by a din and clamour, but bells--
church bells, have a peculiar charm for most people, and
instead of jangling our nerves they have a soothing
nostalgic eHeet that calls to mind perhaps a quiet coun-
tryside on a Sunday morning, 01' the sowld of vesper bells
stealing over the water or across a valley at twilight on
a sUmmer evening, or bring memories of:
"A House of God beside a lovely wood,
Soul'.s haven by the travel-weary road;
Here it were very easy to be good,
Here, unremembered, leave the weary load."
~nd so, while we do not need a church bell to tell us
when to go to church, because so many of us find littIf!
time to do so, it docs remind us that the church is there
"nd that we can ener its cloistered shadows; can there
draw near to God, and there find balm for our tired
spirits and surcease for a while from the bustle and noise
of ever.yday IUe. •
In the days when our evenings and our Sundays wcre
spent in leisurely strolls along dimly lighted streets or
down a country lane, in the days before the motor car
and radio, did not the sound of the bells in the lofty
clock-tower of the city church, pealing out a hymn of
praise and worship to the Deity, or the call to worship
from the humbler belfry of the little church in the wild-
\\'000" come "like soft music from some enchanted
forest .." which had the power to transmute it into a
"concord of sweet sounds."
Did Charles Lamb mcrely assume the role of a
moralist-philosophcr when he felt impelled to tell the
world that the sound of a church bell seemed to him as
"the voice of an angel recalling the innoce.nt hours of his
childhood?"
Through the 'Centurics church bells have pcaled out
their messages of triumph and gladncss. They have also
tolled a requiem in our disasters, reminding us that we
are mortal and that here "we have no abiding city." On
days of rejoicing we want to hear the bclls shout out with
our joy, and at Christmas, the chiming of the bells recalls
to our minds the messagc of that first glad Christ.mas
morn, when the heavenly hosts shouted their glad
hosannas.
No, we cannot prohibit the ringing of church bells,
nor do we think the writer would want all bells silenced.
Perhaps if we all would spend just a few minutes a day
in the hushed stillness of a church in meditation, it could
bc that before we had made many visits we would ~
thanking God for church bells and we would all be better
able to withstand the many noises that could be stilled in
ordcr that we would the better be able to hear "the still
small voice" and would underlStand better "the message
of the bells."
FRUIT GUESSING CONTEST
nearrangc these letters to spell fruits.
1. Tripaco 9. Lapep
2. TIronic 10. Puern
3. Anroeg 11. Elman
4. Ceuinq 12. Etads
5. Hepac 13. Antrrucs
6. Smile 14. Annaba
7. Peargs 15. Lupm
8. Hercdes 16. Sug
(Answers will bc found on page 33).
Recreation
The tiny germ within the seed
Waits but the clarion call of Spring_
The warm glad sun, the steaming earlh-
To re-create a beauteous thing. -L. W. J.
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MUSIC IN THE BIBLE
By JUDGE GALLOWA Y in Etude
,Ti,II,
CAICER
I.GI"E/
t lWOW
set forth in Exodus: "and it came to paSs on the third day
in the morning, that there were thunders and lightnings
and a thick cloud upon the mount, and the voice of the
trumpet exceeding loud; so that all the people that was
in the camp trembled." . "and whc.n the voice of the
trumpet sou.nded long, and waxed louder and louder,
Moses spake, and God answered him by a voice." Again
its notes ring forth in the prophecy of Zachariah: "And
the Lord shall be seen over them, and his arrow shall go
forth as the lightning; and the Lord God shall blow the
trumpet and shall go with whirlwinds of the South:'
The trumpet is the instrument most frequently re-
ferred to as used by Divine command. By its usc under
the command of Joshua the walls of Jericho fell. Gideon
with his combination of trumpets and lamps put the
Midianites to flight, and. Saul and other of 1srael'.s war-
riors used it against their enemies. Not only in warfare
but in times of rejoicing and thanksgiving, of prayer and
festival, its use is constantly spoken of.
The First Wind Instrument
The Shophar, thc simple ram's horn. is the oldest
wind instrument in present use in the world. Since the
time of M(l~t's it has been used continuously and is to-
d;ly SOllndf'{i in the Synagogue at New Year's and the
Feast of the Atonement. The Talmud gives the reason
for its soundi.ng at New Year's-to remind those who heal'
i' o( the Creation, Penitence, the Law of the Prophets
who were as watchmen blowing trumpets, of the Temple.
of the binding of Isaac, of Humility, of the gathering
together of Israel, of the Resurrection and of the Day
of Ju:!gment when the Trumpet shall sound for all.
1n the Bible three different words are used in con-
nection with the trumpet, showing that there waS a
variation in kind and construction of the instrument, buL
the Shophar was the one which was used most frequent-
ly. Rabhinil:al tradition holds that the calls as to-day
played in the Synagogue are identical with the tmmpet
sounds most used in the Temple and ordained by Mosiac
Law as set forth in Numbers 10: 1-10. The sounds pro-
K..'lowin~ the effect of music upon the emotions, it
is but natural that we should find, interwoven like a
golden thread through all the Bible, its associations with
religion. As music and rhythm arc inseparable and as
both arc ingredients of war. it follows that in the life of
the nations of that period music was as much a part of'
\/Jar as of worship.
UJlfortunately in the pursuit or the music in the
Bible we arc not aided, as in other ancient nations, by the
discovery of artistic treasures or relics which give us
sculptured Of pictured scenes such as we have of Baby-
lonian, Assyrian and Egyptian life. The Hebrews wefe
forbidden to make "allY graven image or the likeness of
Dnything that is in the heavens above or the earth be-
neath or in tl1C water under the earth," and however
lax they may have been at times in regard to the other
commandments, the fourth was literally obeyed. For
example, while the names of their musical instruments
are preserved, the actual remains (except for what
Rome has handed down in the way of sculptures of the
sacred trumpets, the seven-branched candlestick and the
table of shew-bread on the arch of Titus) are altogether
lacking.
Even despite the Divi..'1e command the rf'peated and
thorough devastations of Jerusalem and the total destme-
tion of the Temple would have swept out of existence
all sacred instruments and such records of music as mav
rave existed. These facts together with the great dis'-
persion of the Jewish people help to explain the condi-
tion thaI the world has to rely on the Scripture and on
traditio.n for such knowledge of Hebrew music as it
possesses. Tradition in this case is not reliable for, since
the dispersion, the Jewish people have borne the impress
or the peoples by whom they have been surrounded, and
their music has been correspollllingly arfectcd
Father Jubal
To the Scriptures, then, we must look for OUr most
reliable information. Early i.n Genesis we find the first
mention of musical instruments is that Juhal "was the
father of a1l such as handle the harp (kinnor) and organ
(ugab)." The exact nature of the harp here referred to
we can only guess at by the way the same word is used
frequently throughout the Bible and by a comparison nf
such records as exist of similar instruments used by
other contemporaneous and neighbouring nations which
excavation and research have brought to light. We know
that it was a stringed instrument, probably some form
of lyre, with which the Jewish people were familiar. 11
was the most prominent string instrument which occur-
red in the richest collection of sacred poetry the world
has ever known, the Psalms; it was played upon by Luban,
the Syrian, and by David, the Shepherd Boy; Job men-
tlo.ns that "his harp was turned into mourning," and the
captive Hebrews hung theirs on the willow trees by the
waters of Babylon.
Perhaps the harp is the instrument most closely
associated in the Christian mind with the Bible, for Art
has depicted the Angels in Heaven as playing upon them
and has connected it with many early church legends ane
beliefs.
If the harp has Christian associations, surely the
instrument sacred to the Jews is the trumpet. It is given
prominence in that sccne of awfUl majesty on Sinai as
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"'OU TELL ON YOURSELf>'
Get Yourself A Hobby
You tell on yourseIr b)' the friends you seek,
By the \'ery manner in which you speak:
By the wa)' you use your leisure time,
By Ihe wa)' ;YOu 'pend each dollar and dime,
You teU what you are by the things you wear,
By what sort of things about which you care;
By the kind of things Ihat make you laugh,
By the records )'ou play on )'our phonograph.
You tell what you are by the way you walk,
By the things of which you like to talk:
By the manner in which you take defeat,
And especially by the way )"ou eat,
By the books you choose from the well-filled shelf,
In thousand of ways you tell on your.;eU.
So there really Isn't a bit ot sense
In keeping up a fabe pretense.
E\'eryone needS' a hobby of some kind, especially
when nearing the sunset of life. A tree commences to
die at the top first so in order to li"e long keep alive at
the top, do not let the mind stagnate or stop growing.
Now it is Quite possible to indulge in a hobby of garden-
ing wit~uut a barrel of money. You may not have a foot
of ground but that does not matter, only thc urge is neces-
sary, the urge to grow things, Almost anyone will pre-
sent )'Ou with a plant. Commence to cultivate it, im-
prove ii, make it grow bigger and better than any one
e16e has ever done, Among the first things you will
notice is that, in your, intense interest, you have quite
forgot creaking bones, how bad the young folks carry on
to-day as compared with your youthful days, and a lot
of other ills people .seem 10 love to nurse when they
have nothing better to do, Growing plants in water is
engaging Ihe attention of scientists-they claim ground
i.J not necessary. There is another idea for the person
with a earden urge but no place to indulge his fancy,
duced by a eood shophar player are clear and thrilling.
In the Bible various references are made to these shop-
har calls, and tradition holds that those now in use are
rightly liturgical.
The early mention of Jubal in connection with the
harp also records that he was father of the organ, or
ugab, thu showing that he was the parent of wind as
\\ ell as stringed Instruments. Just when man learned to
produce sounds by blowing upon reeds and into hollow
wood and metal is wrapped in the clouds of antiquity,
lut we do know that It has existed since the beginning
of all peoples of whom records have been preserved.
When Pan Ant Piped
From sucb slmpie beginnings like the Pipes of Pan
has e"oked that .Iorious instrument which through the
ages has made lofty cathedrals and churches to rever-
berate with a concord of sweet sounds.. The organ
I'poken of in Genesi5 was undoubtedly a collection of
pipes of the simplest character. But, knowing how the
Jews adopted improvements in stringed instruments from
their neighbors, we may justly assume that, in the case
of the ugab, as time went on. it developed in fonn .d
power.
Whcn Job J\3.YS, "Rejoice at the sound of thi! orgall"
llnd again when he refers to "my t:arp also is turned Into
rr.o.lrning a..'l.d my organ into the voice of them that weep"
It had becOme an instrument of place and character. I~ .- -----,
15 inter~ting to k..'lOW that the Chaldean shepherds played
upon l<lmiiar in.:;truments two thousa.nd )'ears ago while
watching their flocks by night. To-day Neapolitan peas-
!lnU play on rustic reed pipes for nine days preceding the
great church f(!Slivals of the Madon.na Immaculata and
the Nativity.
When Jacob warned by the Lord fled [rom his
father-in-law. Laban the Syrian, he was overtaken by
the lallcr who rebuked him saying, "Wherefore didsl
thou flcc away secretly, and steal llway from me; and
didsl not tell me, that I mlghl have sent thee away
with mirth, and with songs, with tabret and with harp?"
Ge....esis 31:27. After the destruction of the hosts of
Pharaoh we read in the Song of Moses: "And Miriam the
Prophetess, the sister or Aaron, took a timbrel in her
hand; and 3lt the women went out after her with timbrels
:;~d~~I~~e~'e :a~~ ~~ii~~h::;l~:~~~;~'~~:s:ea:~ ~~: 1oI_l.-lillii
first Bibllcal references 1I0t only to singing and dancing A "Pothead" Whale Factory is located here.
out also to two musical instruments, the tabret and DILDO, TRINITY BAY.
timbrel, hand drums similar in construction, Irom which
in later times evolved the modern tambour or tamborines.
It must be remembered that, in attempting to leam
what instruments were familiar to the Hebrews of
Biblical times, we arc embarrassed by the faet that tlK;
learned translators of the Authorized Version used variou~
l'/urds when they evidently referred to the same instru-
ment, For example in translatin. tbe word "nebel" no
less than four different tenns are used, psaltery, psalm.i,
lute and viol. The first is the most eommon in the
Authorlzl:!d Vesrion and Stainer says "is no doubt the ffiOfit
correct translation or the word if thc word is understood
In its true sense as a portable harp."
As we find En&lish words in the translation which
could not pCGibly refer to the kind of instrument known
Ul ancient times, It is only by careful comparison of the
circumstances and conditions under which the word
&hen to a certain instrument in OUT translation is used
that we can approximate Its correctness.
(To be continued)
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FROM COAST TO COAST
"ACMfI' Brand Products are making new
friends daily, you can be sure that you are
geHing the best your money can buy if the
"Acme" label is your guide. Specify "Acme"
and be sure. "Acme" products are manu-
factured in Newfoundland by
1. McMURDO &CO., LTD.
Fisher Folk
(An Etching)
A short night's rest, a simple meal,
"A kiss, goodbye, I'm ready,"
He steps on board and hoist/> the sail
The wind is fair and steady.
The wind increased into a gale
Though not fOr long it lasted,
They found his body on the beach,
Nearby, his boat--dismasted.
-F. B. Wood
Opportunity
"The actual fact is that in this day Opportunity not
only knocks at your door but i! is playing an anvil chorus
on every man's door, and then lays for the owner, arOWH]
the corner, with a club," stated Elbert Hubbard. "The
world is in sore need of men who can do things. Indeed,
cases can easily be recalled by everyone where Oppor-
tunity actually smashed in the door and collared her can-
didate and dragged him forth to suceess. These cases
are exceptional. Usually YOll have to meet Opportunity
half way. But the only place where you can get away
from Opportunity is to lie down and die. Opportunity
does not trouble dead men, or dead ones who llatter
themselves that they are alive."-(Selected).
DID YOU KNOW?
-TCA's new Super Constellations each will develop
more horsepower at take-off than the total horsepower
of eight of the Canadian National Railway's newest-
type diesel locomotives?
-that 66 persons crossed the Atlantic by air before
Lindberg.
-that the new hangar being constructed at Malton Air-
port, TorQllto, for Trans-Canada Air Lines, will be the
largest in Canada? Overall size is 817 feet by 200 feet
and the giant doors are as high as a four-storey build-
ing.-(Flight Horizon).
Wrinkle Removers
The wire of a sailor handed the pastor of a church
the following note: "Peter Bowers having gone to sea,
his wife desires the prayers of the congregatiQll for his
safety."
The minister glanced over it hurriedly and an_
nOWlced; '·Peter Bowers, having gone to see his wife,
desires the prayers of the congregation for his safety."
A motorist's car had stalled on a country road. The
driver looked over his car and saw it was lubrication
trouble. He asked an old lady in a nearby cottage if she
had any oil in the house. "Any kind will do," he said,
"castor oil if you have it." '·1 ain't got any castor oil,
sir, said the old lady regretfully, "but J can mix you up
a dose of salts."
A titled lady was once canvassing for votes at a par-
liamentary election and stopped at a house, the door of
which was opened by a burly woman, who eyed her nooe
too graciously.
"May I ask," said the lady sweetly, "10 what party
your husband belongs?"
"Certainly!" answered the woman. "I'm the party to
whom 'e belongs, and well 'e knows it!"
Mrs. Murphy, angry at being interrupted in her
washing, flung open the door and glowered at the pedlar.
"Did yez wish to see me," she demanded in threatening
tones. The pedlar backed off the steps. "Veil, it I did,"
he assured her, with a grin. "I got my vish, dank you!"
"How's collections at youah church, Brudder Jack-
son?"
"Well, we ain't nebber had to stop in de middle ob
a collection to empty de box."
"Which would yez rather be in, Casey-an explo-
sion or a collision?" asked his friend McCarthy.
''In a collision," replied Casey.
"Why?"
"Because in a tollision, there yez is; but in an ex·
plosiQll, where are yez?"-New England Printer.
The cab driver had a foreign-looking gentleman for
a passenger. The man sat QIl the edge of the cab seal and
looked appealingly at the driver. "1 haven't much good
English," he began brokenly, "and I've lost the word.'
'·You mean you've forgotten the name of the street
where you want to go?' asked the driver.
The man nodded, tapping his head vigorously as
though to shake the missing word loose. Finally he
smiled ,and leaned forward. "Take me to the wife of
King Street," he said.
The cab driver lost no time in driving him to Queen
Street.-'·The Cab Stand."
A new nail polish offers modern woman the chance
to claim she has nylon fingertips. Containing nylon, the
polish is said to be easier to apply, faster drying and
longer lasting than other types-CIL Oval.
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What The Well-Dressed
Pedestritm Should Wear
A new scheme for pedestrian traffic made it's
<lppearancc in London a few years ago, and with traffic
conditions as they are in St. John's to-day, one can
speculate on the final result if such an innovation were
adopted here. This scheme for getti.ng the right-of-way
in street crossing was in the form of a small horn car-
ried in a walking stick, and the busy metropolis pedes-
trians and motorists too, stared with amazement at a
nattily dressed little man from whose cane, at every
intersection, a prolonged blast issued.
If such a device became a fad one can speculate on
what "Standard equipment," as the cal' salesman say,
would be necessary for the fully equipped pedestrian.
The logical next steps would be to equip him with
bumpers (front and rear), lights, and for rainy weather,
windshield wipers for his glasses and for the absent-
minded a direction marker could blink automatically
when he suddenly decided to change direction. A walkie-
talkie, of course, wIth aenal In YOUI' hat, would be exha
The po~ibilities for the usc of this latter piece of equip-
ment can only be imagined with a shudder.
One piece of equipment that would no doubt be
popular would be some form of mud-splasher so that the
pedestrian could splash back at the punch-drunk car
driver who delights in tra\'elling at excessive speed in
wet weather; and think of the joy of the lady who sees
another coming towards her with the same style hat or
coat; she could give her an extra splash.
Thus equipped, pedestrians could then wander
through the streets, honking at each other, immune to all
ordinary collisions, and thillk of the insurance companies
and newsmen! You would probably be reading in your
morning paper such items as these: John Jones was in
collision with Peter Small on Water Street at 2 o'clock
this morning. Peter's front bumper was completely de-
molished and his windshield wiper was put out of action.
He will be in Ike's Garage for a couple of days for re~
pairs. John received only a minor dislocation of his mUd-
splasher. Police say Peter had his operating IQ impaired
as a result of a party he attended. The magistrate gave
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him a severe lecture and Ict him off with a war.ning as
this was his first offence. Insurance was carried by both.
Or you might read: Mrs. Sue Makeover was in Court to-
day charged with a misdemeanor by Mrs. Matty Bow~
string. In her evidence Mrs. Bow said Sue had delib-
ately splashed her new spring coat, and not satisfied with
that, made a U turn in the middlc of the sidewalk en-
dangering other pedestrians, and again splashed Matty.
Sue was bound over to keep the peace till after Easter.
Altogether, we think, this idea has its merits, for it
would certainly make pedestrian travel exciting, and it
l".as many other intrigui.ng possibilities.
Answers to "Fruit Guessing Contest"
1. Apricot 9. Apples
2. Citron 10. Prune
3. Orange 11. Lemon
4. Quince 12. Dates
5. Peach 13. Currants
6. Limes 14. Banana
7. Grapes 15. Plum
8. Cherries 16. Figs
It Pays To Remember .
TEMPLETON'S
FOR
WAll PAPERS AND PAINTS
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Highlights From Fifty
Years of Aviation
Proper Planting Essential to
Successful Tree Survival
SKINNER'S MONUMENTAL WORKS
July 25, 1901-Louis Bleriot flew first plane across
En,v:lish Channel in 37 minutes.
Decembu 1" 19C3-0rville Wright at Kitly Hawk
N.C., flew first airplane 120 feel in 12 seconds.
By the breadth of the blue that shines in silence o'er me
By the length or the mountain lines that stretCh before
me
By the height of the cloud that salls with rest in motion
. Teach me how to confide, and live my life and rest.
As our forest wealth becomes more and more
depleted, it ts the part or wisdom to do some conservation
and in many or our outports that have been stripped of
all trees for firewood and left them bare and barren
koking, eveo a little judicious planting of everygreens
would go far to enhance the quaint beauty of these settle-
ments. The go\·emment gave away a large number of
young pi.ne trees and some day some of these will become
·lately pines that will add to lhe beauty of our landscape.
But there are many other of our native trees that can be
successlully transplanted. Here arc a few simple in-
structions to assure success;
Proper tree planting is essential, aceording to D. P
McCalla, Supervisor 01 Horticulture lor the Alberta De-
partment of Agriculture, il trees are to survive.
The cool of the eve."ing is the best time for planting
The main things to watch are digging a hole large enough
to accommodate the roots without crowding, planting the
tree 11 little deeper than it WllS planted originally, usIng
good moist soil against the roots and tramping and pack-
ing the soil around the roots. Pouring a pail or two of
water around the roots after planting also helps.
For planting poplar and willow cuttings, dig with a
shovel at an agle oC 45 degrees, pry the handle up and
insert the cuttinJ" under the blade of the shovel. Tl'llmp
and pack the soil back over the cutting. makWlg sure that
one lea! of the cutting Is above ground.
If you do not have time to plant all your trees im-
mediately you should plant as many as you can and heel
in the remainder in a sheltered spot, such as the north
side oC a buildi.ng or a well protected garden enclosul"e
Heeled in trees will remain unharmed for several days.
To heel in, plough a furrow lour to six inches deep
and space the roots along the furrow. Then replace the
furrow slice and pack the soil around the roots.
1I0W LONG DOES A CIG.4.RETTE STUB BURN'!'
The menace 01 a lighted cigarette carel6SSly tossed
away on a woodland trail has been scientifically measured
by the U.S. Bureau of Standards. The average smoker,
!lays the Bureau, consumes a cigarette to a length of 1~:a
inches. The discarded portion then bums from 8 to 12
minutes and sb out of nine bum the whole length
When tossed on a pad of dried grass, 85% of cia-arctie
stubs ignited the grass. In tests under actual outdoor
conditions, 20 discarded smokes ignited 19 fires in places
where the ground was covered with dry duff.-Forest
and Outdoors.
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"MARK EVERY PLOT"
No\'cmber 19, 1952-World and class records fol'
sp<!c::l over a measured course, set by F-86D Sabre jet
at 699.9. m.p.h.-Flight Horizons.
AUKUSi 27, 1939 The first turbojet night made in a
German Heinkel He-178 powered by a Heinkel 53B tur
loje!.
N(wember 3. I9tl-First successful coast-tO-C08&t
tlilth! compleled New York to Lo:> Angeles in <19 days.
f1ying time, 3 days, 10 hours, 14 minutes
(ktobcr 14, 19.f7_First piloted csupersonic flight (fas-
ter than sound) made by Captain Charles Yeager,
U.S.A.F. at Muroc Alrlorce Base, Cali[.
~ptembcr I, 1937-TCA inaugurated its first com-
merdal service -Vancouver to Seattle, a distance of 122
miles.
June 21, 1931-Wiley Post a.nd Hllrold Gatty began
record-breaking round-Ihc-world flight from New York,
of 8 days, 15 hours, 51 minutes.
June 17, 1928-Amella Earhart became C1rst woman
to Ily Atlantic, Newfoundland w Wales. 20 hours. 29
minutes.
June !l'., 1919-John Alcock and Arthur Whitten-
Brown made first non-stop AUanUr: ru..bt. Newfound·
land to Ireland, in 16 hour!, 12 mlnutfl:: they wtore lakr
knichted (or their feat.
TilE MASTER CRAFTSXEN
Write for Photos. State requirements.
P.O 80", 4%!, St. Jobn's, Nnd.
Like a beautiful flower that is without scent are the
tine words of him who does not act aceordinlilly
Dhammapada
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Cleaning Materials
PINSENT and PINSENT ~stba~ Sanitary SuppliesBarristers and Solicitors Electric Floor
Royal Bank Chambers SI. John's
-
Machines
:' ", Brushes, Mops
".
~~$T DisinfectantsLEE & MARTI T
""'
-,' Sweeping Compounds
CHARTEREDACCOUNT~~S
Temple Bldg, Duckworth St. R. J. COLEMAN
P.O. Box E·5178 Sole Distributor~
J. J, Edstrom, Manager 'Phone 2415
SQUIRES, SAUNDERS & CAREW
BARRISTERS, SOLICITORS, NOTARIES
198 Wafer Street St. John's
Flowers of CaJno.dian
Provinces
The followinj are the flowers of the provinces of
Canada;
British Columbia-The Floweririj Dogwood.
Alberta-The Wild Rose.
:Manitoba-The Pasque Flower.
Saskatchewan-The Red Lilly.
Ontario-The Trillium.
Quebec-The Wild Blue Iris.
New Brunswick-The Violet.
Nova Scotia-The Trailing Arbutus.
Prince Edward Island-The Lady's Slipper.
Newfoundland-The Pitcher Plant.
SAMUELSON PRINTING
OFFICE
AWAKENING
The little brown bulbs went to ~Iccp In the ground,
In their little brown nighties they slept very sound;
And W,nter he raged and he roared overhead,
But never a bulb turned over in bed.
But .....hen Spri.nj came tiptoeinj over the lea,
Her finger on lip, just as stilI as could be,
The little brown bulbs at the very first tread
All spIlt up their nighties and jumped out of bed
-SeL
DID YOU BUY
this copy of the Newfoundland Quarterly from
a newsstand?
WHY NOT BE SURE
YOU will receive it regularly by filling in the
coupon below,
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THE POSTMAN KNOCKS
Even before publication we have received letters
from abroad expressing pleasure that the Quarterly is
to be revived. Here are a few typical extracts;
From Minnesota, U.S.A.:
"I am certainly glad you afe going ahead with the
Quarterh'. It would be too bad for such a magazine with
1) 50-year tradition to die even a natural death..
I am bringing out a book in England in the Spring and
feel certain I shall place an ad. for it in the Quarterly
as it deals with Newfoundland history."
Best wishes to you.
Signed----
From Nova Scotia:
"In republishing the Quarterly you afe giving re-
birth to something of the past. ... You have started
something that should appeal to every Newfoundlander.
As you know they have a national pride-and rightly so.
They have a historical background which is very fasci-
nating. The long years of struggle and sufferi.ng have
enriched them. Being insular, they have retained their
racial characteristics ot speech and habits, so that one
may say they are "more Irish than the Irish" and "more
English than the English.' If you can give it the real
Newfoundland flavor with its bits of folklore, chliractcr
sketches, poetry . I feel it wiil succeed."
And from Montreal:
"I am more than pleased that you have bought the
Quarterly. I will look through a private diary of my
fllther which covers the period 1899-19J6, whe..'l I have a
quiet spell. l[ articles from this would interest YOU I
will write them for you."
IN OUR NEXT ISSUE
Articles by:
Premier Smallwood
Dr. Robert Saunders
L. E. F. English, O.B.E.
E. B. Foran
Michael Harrington
and others
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Let's Give Thanks
It's gettin out and seein' things,
And doin' things, and bein' things
That help a fellow live.
One likes it Iivin' in a tent,
And climbin' hills that God has lent
To help a fellow live
And waterfalls, and mossy banks,
And woods, and meadows, let's give thanks
That we can live. -Sel.
HERE'S HEALTH
Dressed up good and warm,
your child
Need not wait for weather mild.
Exercise and good fresh air
Are good for children
everywhere.
I Always Ask For ROYAL
. .. THEY'RE TOPS!
The "ROYAL" Line of Drinks:
ORANGE - LIME - STRAWBERRY
CHOCOLATE - BIRCH - ROOT
GRAPE - JUICY LEMON
•
THE ROYAL AERATED
WATER COMPANY
Newfoundland Wholesale
Dry Goods, Limited
WHOLESALE AND R£TAIL DEPARTMENTS
319 WATER STREET
Telephone 2995 P·O. Box 918
liThe Gateway to Economy"
Your Satisfaction is Ours. We are anxious
to give you GOOD SERVICE, the kind that
will merit your continued patronage and
GOODWILl.
THANK YOU!
Subscribe to
J HE J] Eill Fn!J J] D1 j) 1] D n!J j) Jl J EJll Y
$1.00 PER YEAR
P o. !lOX £S419
WHEN aUILONG
VISIT US FOR YOUR HARDWARE
SUPPLIES
•
• HINGES
• NAILS
• LOCKS
• DOOR CLOSERS, Elo.
MARTIN-ROYAL STORES
HARDWARE CO., LTD.
159 WATER ST.
ST JOH;,\S
FA,MOUS BRAND NAMES
Best QUAliTY Foods
At The Right PRICES
CROSS & BLACKWelL
MoLAREN'S
VIAU
AVOSET
CLOVER VALLEY
JOUBERT
CUDNEY
and
A flOUR FIT FOR A PRINCE
CINDERELLA
Phones: 4026
4027
4028
P.O. Box
696 EARLE SONS & CO., LTD.
Nfld's Foremost Distributors of Fine Foods.

